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Abstract 

The electrospark deposition (ESD) process can be used in industry to apply coatings and repair 

components. It uses a rod-shaped conductive material as the raw material for the electrode, 

which is melted by the high temperature of the process of discharging to form an electric spark 

during contact with the substrate, which is then transferred and solidified to the substrate 

surface. The speed of this process is also accompanied by the melting of the substrate surface, 

which fuses with the electrode material to give a mixed layer at the interface between the 

coating and the substrate. However, the deposition process is extremely fast and thus the heat 

input is small, which has little to no effect on the properties of the substrate. 

Because the temperature at which electrical sparks are generated is much higher than the 

melting point of all materials, ESD can make coatings from almost any conductive material. 

Some materials can also be manufactured into thick buildups with ESD. This process can be 

treated as an additive manufacturing technique, which can be used to perform the structural 

repair of damaged parts with fine structures, such as thin wall geometries, thus reducing the 

cost of replacement parts and reducing the scrap waste of damaged parts. The repair of 

damaged thin-walled structures with Inconel 718 is described in Chapter 3 of this report, which 

includes optimization of parameter sets during the manufacturing, and analysis of 

microstructure, microhardness, and heat-affected zone (HAZ). 

The high temperature in the process of manufacturing a coating with ESD melts the electrode 

and the substrate, but if there is a conductive interlayer between the two, such as a layer of 

metal powder, the high temperature of the spark will melt the powder instead, which then fuses 

and solidifies on both the substrate and electrode so that the transfer of electrode material can 

be prevented. Therefore, ESD will be used to fabricate the M/HEA coating using powder as 

the interlayer that will be presented in Chapter 4, as well as the optimization of the 

manufacturing process, and analysis of microstructure, as well as the wear resistance of 

M/HEA coating fabricate using electrospark powder deposition (ESPD). 
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Some application trials with ESD are performed and will be presented in Chapter 5, which 

describes the repairing of thin walls using manual ESD and automated ESD. The fabrication 

of high entropy alloy (HEA) coatings with the conventional ESD process will also be presented 

as a HEA coating trial, along with the discussion of microstructure, microhardness, and the 

wear resistance of this HEA. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement  

Metal deposition processes are often used in the manufacture of coatings, which can attach special 

properties to the workpiece, such as resistance to corrosion, wear, etc. Besides the manufacturing 

coating, some deposition processes can create thick buildups to modify the surface structure. This 

process can then be utilized to perform the structural repair of the damaged workpiece with fine surfaces 

such as the parts with thin wall geometries, which extends the life of the workpiece and reduces the 

cost of replacement and scrap due to damage.  

A low-energy-input deposition technique, direct laser deposition or directed energy deposition (DED) 

is a common technique in additive manufacturing that uses metal powder as the feedstock, melts the 

powder using a laser or electron beams, and builds up the powder material layer by layer on the substrate, 

which can also be used to repair the damaged parts. Compared to high-energy-input technique, such as 

gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), DED-repaired parts have the same lifetime as the original part, 

while GTAW has only 21% of the lifetime of the original part [1]. This is because the high energy input 

of GTAW has a greater impact on the microstructure of the substrate, which changes the surface 

properties of the workpiece, resulting in a significant reduction in the service life of the part [2], [3]. 

Therefore, high-quality repair or manufacturing of coatings with low energy input technology is more 

economical and has a strong sustainability.  

In this thesis, a low-energy input deposition technique, electrospark deposition (ESD), will be discussed, 

which uses high temperatures during electrical discharge to melt, transfer, and solidify metal rods onto 

a substrate to form a layer of coating. The temperature of the sparks is much higher than the melting 

point of the metal electrodes, which means that ESD can deposit almost any conductive material onto 

the substrate to form a coating. Moreover, the heat input of this technique has minimized influence on 

the substrate, which shows a high potential for utilization. In addition, this easy-to-carry and 

inexpensive technique also shows the advantage of ESD. There has been a great deal of research into 

the manufacture of coatings using ESD in surface modification and repair. For example, the repair of a 

damaged cannon cradle on an M1A1 main battle tank with Inconel 718 results in a 97% reduction in 

replacement cost, with only labor and material costs [4].  
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In addition, one of the most popular research topics nowadays is the medium/high-entropy alloys 

(M/HEAs) proposed in 2004 [5]. Extensive research has been conducted in various fields such as bulk, 

powder, coating, and thin film. However, the complex and diverse composition of HEAs, including the 

types and quantities of elements in the alloys, results in significant variations in the properties of 

different M/HEA alloys [6]. This has created a substantial knowledge gap within the HEA system, 

providing ample opportunities for further research and advancement in the field of HEAs.  

This report also describes the research on manufacturing M/HEA coatings using ESD, which utilizes 

both powders and electrodes as feedstock, respectively, to achieve coating formation by high 

temperature melting and resolidification. The intuitive elemental composition of M/HEA alloys 

(equiatomic) makes powder deposition feasible and enables the production of such coatings, whose 

manufacturing process will be discussed in detail.  

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

In previous studies, the application of ESD has been more oriented towards the fabrication of coatings 

or repair of damage on wide planar substrates using metal rods as feedstock, but in this report, the 

extended use of ESD will be presented. For example, repairing special structures or manufacturing 

coatings using different feedstock.  

a) The first part of this report is to investigate the repair of thin-walled structures with ESD. Some 

thin-walled workpieces, such as turbine blades and pump impellers in aeroengines, may be 

damaged during manufacturing or after servicing to develop cracks or erosion. As the cost of a part 

is too high to make the replacement, a repair technique is a more efficient solution. Therefore, 

repair on thin-walled structures is studied; in other words, effective buildup on thin walls is the 

focus of this section.  

b) The second part is the fabrication of medium/high entropy alloys. The conventional ESD process 

uses metal rods as the electrode, but for M/HEAs, it seems to be possible to use metal powder as 

the feedstock. This section will investigate the feasibility of using metal powders as feedstock to 

manufacture M/HEA coatings.  
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c) The third part is the trial processing of repairing the damaged part as described in the first part, the 

automated ESD repair is also included in this section, as well as the HEA coatings with 

conventional ESD steps, which marks the beginning of research on HEA coatings. 

1.3 Thesis Approach and Overview  

This thesis details the repair and coating fabrication for two ESD extension usages. As part of the 

possible process development, deposition parameters will be investigated and compared to obtain the 

most appropriate parameter sets, the deposited microstructure, metallographic, and mechanical 

properties will also be characterized.  

Chapter 2 begins with a review of the coating techniques, followed by an introduction of ESD, with its 

mechanism and the effect of parameters in order to familiarize the reader with the technology. The third 

part is the review of materials used in ESD for different purposes, and a detailed review of ESD of 

Inconel 718, including chemical composition and phase transformation of the material, are presented 

to give the reader an idea of the microstructural analysis of this study. The study of fabrication of 

buildup on thin walls with Inconel 718 will be presented and discussed in Chapter 3, which includes 

the comparison and selection of parameter sets to obtain a higher-quality buildup with a guaranteed 

deposition rate. The microstructure and microhardness of the buildup will be characterized, and the 

results obtained with different parameter sets will be presented and discussed. The effect on the 

substrate is also investigated, including the microhardness and microstructure of the heat affected zone 

(HAZ), because unlike coatings, buildups require a longer deposition time, which increases the heat 

input, and the thermal transfer efficiency of thin-walled structures is much smaller than that of bulk 

materials. In addition, a trial of repair of thin-wall using the manual and automated ESD will be 

presented in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 2 also reviews the M/HEA, including its definition, thermal stability, HEA types, and the 

preparation methods of different forms of the alloy. The focus is on reviewing the different ways to 

fabricate coatings and presenting articles on the use of ESD mechanisms to fabricate coatings from 

powder as feedstock, from which this study was inspired. Chapter 4 then presents the fabrication of 

HEA coatings on substrates using single-element powders as feedstock to form the coating using ESD, 

which describes the preparation of the mixed powder and the optimization of the ESD process to obtain 

a suitable parameter set and high-quality coating. Afterward, characterization techniques are used to 
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confirm that the fabricated alloy is desired, the microstructure of the coating and substrate is analyzed, 

which includes microhardness, HAZ, etc., and wear tests of the coating are performed. Moreover, 

Chapter 5 presents the ESD with AlCrFeCoNi HEA electrodes. The microstructure is analyzed, 

followed by characterization and measurement of microhardness and wear tests. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Process for Metal Coatings 

Metal coating methods play a crucial role in enhancing the surface characteristics and functional 

capabilities of various materials in multiple industries. The technology for producing diverse coatings 

has undergone continuous optimization and refinement, culminating in the establishment of a mature 

system. For example, thermal spray is a process where melted or heated materials, such as metals, 

ceramics, or polymers, are sprayed onto a surface to form coating. Cold spray, on the other hand, is a 

similar technique but operates at lower temperatures, allowing for the deposition of metals without 

melting. Laser cladding uses a high-energy laser to melt and fuse the feedstock material onto substrate, 

creating a strong metallurgical bond. Electroplating is an electrochemical process where a metal coating 

is deposited onto a substrate through the application of an electric current. Galvannealed (GA) coating 

is a specialized type of coating applied to steel surfaces through a process. It offers corrosion resistance 

and enhanced paint adhesion, making it suitable for automotive and construction applications. 

Galvanized coating refers to the application of a layer of zinc onto iron or steel surfaces. It provides 

excellent corrosion protection by creating a barrier between the substrate and the environment. These 

coating techniques offer a range of benefits and find applications in various industries for surface 

protection, customization, and functional enhancements. 

The objective of this literature review is to present a comprehensive overview of common metal coating 

techniques, encompassing their methodologies, applications, and recent advancements. By 

summarizing key findings from the literature, the review highlights the advantages and limitations of 

each technique and explores their specific applications across diverse fields. Additionally, it 

investigates recent progress and emerging trends in metal coating techniques, with a particular emphasis 

on novel materials, enhanced deposition processes, and surface engineering strategies. 

2.1.1 Thermal Spray 

Thermal spray, as a coating technology, has a long and dynamic history of growth and advancement, 

which has experienced notable developments that have propelled its extensive use across diverse 

industries in the present day. This section presents a summary of the historical development and 
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evolution of thermal spray techniques, emphasizing important milestones and the driving forces behind 

their continuous improvement. 

The roots of thermal spray can be traced back to the early 20th century when the first thermal spray 

process called metallic flame spraying [7], [8]. Later, the melting metal wires in a combustion flame 

and propelling the resulting molten droplets onto a substrate using compressed air [7], [8]. This marked 

the fundamental beginnings of thermal spray technology. The technology was extensively employed to 

deposit anti-corrosion and wear-resistant coatings on components. These initial industrial applications 

drove the refinement of thermal spray processes and equipment. 

Following that, new thermal spray techniques were developed, and alternative heat sources were 

introduced. In the 1950s, the detonation gun spraying technique emerged, which allowed for the 

deposition of high-velocity coatings by utilizing energy from a detonating mixture of gases and oxygen 

[7], [8]. This technique resulted in improved coating adhesion and density. In the 1960s, the plasma 

spraying process revolutionized thermal spray technology [7], [8]. Plasma spraying employed a high-

temperature plasma arc as the heat source to melt and propel feedstock materials onto a substrate. This 

technique offered enhanced control over coating properties, improved deposition efficiency, and the 

ability to spray a wide range of materials, including ceramics. 

During the 1970s, high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) spraying gained prominence as a thermal spray 

technique [7], [8]. It involved the combustion of a fuel gas, typically hydrogen or hydrocarbon, mixed 

with oxygen to produce a high-velocity and high-temperature flame. HVOF spraying provided superior 

coating density, reduced oxide content, and improved bond strength compared to traditional flame 

spraying. 

Over time, progress in materials science has broadened the scope of thermal spray applications. The 

range of coating materials has expanded to encompass ceramics [9]–[11], polymers [12]–[14], 

composites [15]–[17], and nanostructured substances [18]–[20]. This advancement enables the 

production of customized coatings with specific properties, such as thermal barriers, electrical 

conductivity, and biocompatibility. Thermal spray coatings now find widespread use in industries such 

as aerospace [21], automotive [22], [23], power generation [24], [25], and biomedical sectors [26], [27]. 

Recent advancements in thermal spray technology focus on optimizing processes, automation, and 

environmental sustainability. Advanced modeling and simulation techniques, in combination with in-
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situ monitoring and control strategies, have enhanced coating quality and efficiency [28]–[30].  

The historical progression and advancement of thermal spray technology illustrates the transformation 

from early flame spraying techniques to the sophisticated and adaptable coating methods we have today. 

The increasing requirements for enhanced performance, longevity, and versatility across diverse 

industries have propelled the continuous improvement and expansion of thermal spray processes. 

Through ongoing research and development, thermal spray is poised to play a crucial role in tackling 

future coating complexities and fulfilling the ever-changing demands of industries globally. 

Flame Spray. Flame spraying is a coating technique that employs a combustion flame to heat and 

propel coating materials onto a substrate. This section offers a comprehensive overview of the 

fundamental principles and distinctive process characteristics associated with flame spraying. 

Flame spraying utilizes a fuel gas, such as acetylene, propane, or hydrogen, mixed with oxygen to 

generate a high-temperature combustion flame that serves as the heat source [7], [8]. This flame 

provides the necessary energy to melt the coating material. The coating materials, typically in the form 

of wires or powders, depends on specific application requirements, are introduced into the flame [7], 

[8]. The intense heat of the flame melts the material, transforming it into droplets that are either fully 

molten or partially molten. To propel these droplets towards the substrate, compressed air or inert gas 

is employed. Upon contact with the substrate, the molten or semi-molten droplets rapidly solidify, 

forming a coating. A sketch and photo of the flame spray are shown in Fig. 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1 a) a sketch and b) a photo of flame spray, adapted from Czupryński [31] 
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Flame spraying possesses distinct process characteristics that impact the resulting coating quality and 

properties. Thickness control is achievable in flame spraying, with coatings typically ranging from a 

few micrometers to several hundred micrometers. Adjusting parameters like the coating material feed 

rate and spraying speed allows for thickness modulation [7], [8]. Porosity is a common feature in flame-

sprayed coatings due to the solidification of molten droplets. Factors such as particle size, spraying 

distance, and gas flow rates influence porosity, which can be mitigated through post-coating processes 

like sealing or impregnation [7], [8]. The adhesion between the coating and substrate is critical for 

coating integrity and performance. Attaining strong adhesion and bond strength involves surface 

preparation, compatibility with the substrate material, and appropriate spraying parameters [7], [8]. 

Flame-sprayed coatings typically exhibit a relatively rough surface texture. Fine-tuning spraying 

parameters such as working distance, gas flow rates, and powder size can control the degree of 

roughness [7], [8]. Although considered less efficient compared to plasma spraying or HVOF spraying, 

flame spraying remains widely employed in diverse applications due to its simplicity, cost-effectiveness, 

and versatility. 

Plasma Spray. Plasma spraying is a process that applies coating materials to a surface by utilizing a 

high-energy plasma arc. This arc generates significant heat, melting the coating materials and 

propelling them onto the substrate. 

A plasma arc is generated by directing a high-velocity gas, typically argon or nitrogen, through an 

electric arc. This gas becomes ionized, creating a plasma jet with extremely high temperatures, often 

reaching several thousand degrees Celsius [7], [8]. The coating material, either in the form of powders 

or wires, is introduced into the plasma jet. The intense heat generated by the plasma arc swiftly melts 

the material, turning it into molten or partially molten droplets. These droplets are propelled toward the 

substrate by the high-velocity plasma jet [7], [8]. Upon impact, the droplets spread out and solidify, 

forming a coating that strongly adheres to the substrate. A sketch of the plasma spray process is shown 

in Fig. 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2 A sketch of the plasma spray process, adapted from Zhang et al [32] 

The process characteristics of plasma spraying have a direct impact on the quality and effectiveness of 

the resulting coating. Similar to flame spraying, plasma spraying allows for control over coating 

thickness, composition, and porosity. Plasma-sprayed coatings generally have high densities due to the 

intense temperature and energy of the plasma jet [7], [8]. The molten droplets cool rapidly upon contact, 

resulting in coatings that are dense and firmly adhered. Plasma spraying is compatible with various 

substrate materials, including metals, ceramics, and certain polymers [7], [8], although careful 

consideration of substrate properties and surface preparation is essential to ensure strong adhesion. The 

microstructure of plasma-sprayed coatings typically exhibits a layered or flattened droplet arrangement. 

This microstructure is influenced by factors such as powder particle size, spray parameters, and 

substrate temperature. 

HVOF. High-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) spraying is a thermal spray technique where coating materials 

are propelled onto a substrate through the use of a high-speed stream of combustion gases. 

HVOF spraying encompasses the combustion process of a fuel gas mixture (such as hydrogen, propane, 

or kerosene) with oxygen within a dedicated chamber [7], [8]. This combustion generates a high-

velocity and high-temperature gas stream. Fine powder coating material is introduced into the 

combustion chamber or the gas stream near the nozzle. As the powder particles pass through the 

combustion zone, they undergo acceleration and heating [7], [8]. The high-velocity gas stream propels 

the heated powder particles toward the substrate, reaching speeds between 300 and 1,000 meters per 
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second [7], [8]. Upon impact on the substrate surface, the particles deform and create a compact and 

strongly bonded coating. 

 

Figure 2-3 Schematic HVOF process, adapted from Jonda et al [33] 

HVOF spraying provides several advantages when compared to alternative thermal spray techniques. 

HVOF coatings demonstrate remarkable density and minimal porosity, attributed to the high kinetic 

energy of the powder particles and the effective melting and bonding achieved during the spraying 

process [7], [8]. This leads to enhanced mechanical properties, including elevated hardness, improved 

wear resistance, and heightened fatigue resistance. HVOF spraying produces coatings with reduced 

oxide content, resulting in superior corrosion resistance and oxidation resistance, particularly in high-

temperature environments. Additionally, the high velocity of the powder particles and the efficient 

combustion process in HVOF spraying minimize heat transfer to the substrate [7], [8], thereby reducing 

the risk of substrate distortion or degradation. 

HVOF spraying enables the application of coatings with adjustable thicknesses, typically ranging from 

25 to 500 micrometers. The control of coating thickness can be achieved by modifying the powder feed 

rate and spraying duration [7], [8]. HVOF coatings display exceptional adhesion to the substrate due to 

the high kinetic energy and deformation experienced by the powder particles upon impact. This results 

in a robust bonding strength and reduces the likelihood of delamination [7], [8]. Moreover, HVOF 

coatings typically exhibit a compact and well-consolidated microstructure, characterized by minimal 

porosity and oxide content. The microstructure is influenced by various factors, including powder 

properties, combustion parameters, and spraying conditions. 
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2.1.2 Cold Spray 

Cold spray coating technology, alternatively referred to as supersonic particle deposition or cold gas 

dynamic spraying, is a modern advancement within the realm of surface engineering. It entails the 

application of solid particles onto a substrate at supersonic speeds, leading to the creation of a compact 

and firmly adhered coating. This section presents a comprehensive introduction to the origins and 

importance of cold spray coating technology. 

The inception of cold spray coating technology can be traced back to the 1980s when it emerged as a 

method primarily employed for repairing aerospace components afflicted by damage or wear [35]. This 

innovative approach stemmed from the realization that solid particles propelled at high velocities could 

undergo plastic deformation upon collision, consequently establishing a robust bond with the substrate 

[34], [35]. As time progressed, notable progressions in equipment, powder materials, and process 

parameters ensued, broadening the scope of cold spray applications to encompass coating deposition 

across diverse industries, surpassing its initial purpose of repairs. 

Cold spraying is a distinctive thermal spray technique that functions at comparably lower temperatures, 

ensuring the preservation of coating material integrity. It involves accelerating solid powder particles 

to high velocities using a high-pressure gas, usually nitrogen or helium [34], [35]. These particles are 

propelled towards the substrate, where they collide with and adhere to the surface. The kinetic energy 

carried by the particles upon impact leads to plastic deformation and interlocking between the powder 

particles and the substrate surface. This process culminates in the creation of a coherent and strongly 

bonded coating [34], [35]. Unlike other methods, cold spraying operates at temperatures below the 

melting point of the coating material. Consequently, there is minimal heat transfer to the substrate, 

preserving the integrity of the coating material and minimizing the potential for thermal damage [34], 

[35]. 
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Figure 2-4 A schematic components of cold spray, adapted from Singh et al [36] 

Cold spraying provides several advantages over traditional thermal spray processes. By operating at 

lower temperatures, cold spraying effectively prevents oxidation, phase transformations, and thermal 

degradation of the coating materials. This preservation of their original properties encompasses 

mechanical strength, chemical composition, and microstructure [34], [35]. Furthermore, cold spraying 

exhibits remarkable versatility in depositing a wide range of materials, including metals [37], alloys 

[38]–[40], ceramics [41]–[43], composites [44], [45], and even certain polymers [46], [47]. This 

adaptability allows for the creation of coatings with tailored properties to meet specific application 

requirements. The resulting coatings from cold spraying are dense, well-bonded, and exhibit minimal 

porosity [34], [35]. The high kinetic energy of the particles involved in the process promotes strong 

interparticle bonding, leading to coatings with exceptional adhesion and excellent mechanical 

properties [34], [35]. Moreover, the low-temperature nature of cold spraying significantly reduces oxide 

formation, resulting in coatings with minimal oxidation levels. This enhances the corrosion resistance 

and stability of the coatings. 

Cold spraying demonstrates distinct process features. The inherently low temperatures involved in cold 

spraying make it well-suited for coating heat-sensitive materials like polymers and specific alloys, 

thereby minimizing thermal stress on the substrate. Typically, cold spraying achieves remarkable 

deposition efficiencies, often surpassing 90%, meaning that a substantial portion of the sprayed 

particles adheres to the substrate, resulting in minimal material wastage [34], [35]. The thickness of 
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cold-sprayed coatings can be finely regulated by adjusting process parameters such as gas pressure, 

powder feed rate, and spraying distance. This level of control enables precise management of coating 

thicknesses, ranging from a few micrometers to several millimeters. 

Spraying methods are widely utilized in different industries owing to their adaptability and ability to 

produce top-notch coatings. They find notable applications in various sectors such as aerospace 

(utilizing plasma-sprayed thermal barrier coatings), automotive (applying wear-resistant coatings), 

power generation (providing erosion resistance, corrosion protection, and thermal barrier properties), 

electronics (offering insulation, electrical conductivity, and thermal management), biomedical 

(promoting osseointegration and reducing wear and corrosion), and oil and gas (ensuring corrosion 

protection and wear resistance). 

2.1.3 Laser Cladding 

Laser cladding, also referred to as laser metal deposition (LMD) or laser powder deposition (LPD), 

brought out in 1960s, is an additive manufacturing process where a laser beam is employed to bond a 

powdered coating material onto a substrate [48]. This section offers a summary of the fundamental 

principles, advantages, process characteristics, and applications of laser cladding. 

In laser cladding, a concentrated high-power laser beam is directed onto the surface of the substrate. 

The laser's intense heat melts both the top layer of the substrate and the powdered coating material [48], 

[49]. This powdered coating material is introduced into the melted pool that forms due to the laser beam. 

As the molten powder combines with the molten substrate material, a metallurgical bond is formed 

when the mixture solidifies [48], [49]. The computer-aided design (CAD) software controls the laser 

beam and the deposition of the powder, enabling precise layer-by-layer construction of the desired 

coating shape [48]. The localized melting and solidification process establishes a strong metallurgical 

bond between the coating material and the substrate, resulting in exceptional adhesion and mechanical 

properties. 
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Figure 2-5 Schematic diagrams of laser cladding technique with a) coaxial powder system and b) 

preplaced powder system adapted from Zhu et al [50] 

Laser cladding presents several advantages when compared to traditional coating processes. It enables 

precise control over coating thickness, composition, and geometry, allowing for customized coatings 

with specific properties [48], [49]. The localized heating from the laser beam limits heat transfer to the 

substrate, minimizing the risk of thermal distortion or damage [48], [49]. Dilution between the coating 

material and the substrate is kept to a minimum in laser cladding, preserving the original properties of 

both materials [48], [49]. The technique supports a wide range of coating materials, including alloys 

[51], [52], ceramics [53], [54], and composites [55], [56], offering flexibility in material selection for 

various applications. The focused laser beam enables high precision and resolution, making laser 

cladding suitable for intricate and complex coating patterns. Moreover, the near-net-shape capabilities 

of laser cladding reduce the need for extensive post-processing, resulting in time and cost savings [57], 

[58]. 

Laser cladding demonstrates distinctive process features that contribute to its effectiveness. It enables 

high deposition rates, facilitating efficient coating production and reducing manufacturing time [48], 

[49]. The resulting coatings from laser cladding exhibit outstanding quality, with low porosity, high 

density, and a robust metallurgical bond with the substrate [48], [49]. The rapid solidification process 

during laser cladding produces a refined microstructure in the coating material, enhancing its 

mechanical properties. Additionally, the localized heating of the laser beam limits the heat-affected 
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zone, minimizing the potential for thermal damage to the substrate [48], [49]. 

Laser cladding is gaining traction in diverse industries such as aerospace (for repair and refurbishment 

purposes) [59], oil and gas (to enhance wear resistance, corrosion protection, and restore dimensions) 

[60], [61], as well as medical and dental (to improve biocompatibility and durability) [62]–[64]. 

Laser cladding is a promising technology that is gaining traction across multiple industries due to its 

precision, versatility, and ability to produce high-quality coatings. With the capability to create intricate 

shapes and functional surfaces, this advanced manufacturing technique offers new opportunities for 

diverse applications and component refurbishment. 

2.2 Electrospark Deposition 

ESD is a distinctive method for modifying surfaces that harnesses the power of high-energy electrical 

discharges to deposit metallic materials onto substrates. This comprehensive literature review aims to 

offer a detailed analysis of ESD, encompassing its underlying principles, process parameters, material 

considerations, applications, and recent advancements. Through a thorough examination of various 

research articles, patents, and industry reports, this review aims to shed light on the notable 

contributions and recent progress made in the field of ESD. 

The roots of ESD can be traced back to the early 1900s with the introduction of electric spark machining, 

which involved the use of high-voltage discharges to remove material from metal surfaces. Researchers 

soon realized that these electrical discharges not only eroded material but also caused localized melting 

and fusion on the surface. In the 1960s and 1970s, scientists began to explore the potential of utilizing 

electrical discharges to deposit material onto surfaces, giving rise to the concept of ESD for coating 

creation and substrate property modification [65], [66]. 

The ESD process involved the use of a power supply to generate high-voltage electrical pulses 

discharged across a small gap between an electrode and the substrate. The electrical discharges 

vaporized the electrode material, which then condensed and solidified onto the substrate, forming a 

coating. Initially, the primary application of ESD was for repairing and restoring worn or damaged 

parts [65], [66]. It proved effective in the localized material buildup and the restoration of component 

dimensions and functionality.  
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Advancements in power supply technology, electrode design, and process control have significantly 

improved ESD over time. Researchers developed methods to control electrical parameters such as pulse 

duration, frequency, and voltage, enabling better control over coating characteristics. New electrode 

materials and compositions were explored to achieve desired coating properties. 

In recent years, ESD has gained recognition as a valuable surface engineering technique across various 

industries. Its ability to deposit coatings with tailored properties, including enhanced hardness, wear 

resistance, and corrosion resistance, has made it appealing for applications in the automotive, aerospace, 

energy, and tooling industries. 

Continuing research and development endeavors aim to enhance and broaden the capabilities of ESD. 

The focus is on fine-tuning process parameters, gaining deeper insights into the underlying mechanisms, 

and investigating novel electrode materials and coating compositions. These advancements seek to 

further enhance coating quality, adhesion, and control over coating thickness. The goal is to establish 

ESD as a versatile and dependable technique for surface modification. 

2.2.1 ESD Mechanism and Steps 

ESD enables precise control over the deposition process. Process parameters such as voltage, current, 

pulse duration, electrode material, and electrode geometry can be adjusted to achieve the desired 

deposition characteristics, including layer thickness, composition, and surface roughness [67]. 

The workpiece surface is prepared through a thorough cleaning process that involves the removal of 

contaminants, grease, and oxide layers. This preparation ensures effective mixing and bonding between 

the deposited and substrate material. The electrode is positioned at a precise distance from the 

workpiece surface, typically within a range of a few tenths of a millimeter. The specific gap distance 

depends on the particular application and desired deposition characteristics. 

ESD encompasses various stages, including the choice of the electrode, tool geometry, and electrical 

parameters, as part of the overall process [67], [68]. Selecting the appropriate electrode material is a 

critical aspect of ESD. The electrode material must be compatible with the workpiece material and 

possess favorable deposition properties, such as high electrical conductivity, a high melting point, and 

chemical stability [65], [67], [68]. The shape of the electrode can differ based on the specific demands 

of the application. It may take on cylindrical, conical, spherical, or customized designs to achieve the 
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desired deposition pattern or address repair requirements [65]–[68]. Tool geometry influences aspects 

such as deposition precision, material transfer, and process stability [65]–[68]. 

To initiate the process, a high-voltage electrical potential is applied across the electrode and the 

workpiece, leading to an electrical discharge. The electrical discharge can be generated using methods 

such as capacitor discharge, pulsed power supply, or other suitable techniques [67], [68]. This discharge 

creates a plasma channel, leading to the vaporization and ionization of the electrode and workpiece 

materials, and generates intense heat, creating a localized molten pool at the interface between the 

electrode and the workpiece.  

The electrical parameters are vital in governing the ESD process. These parameters encompass voltage, 

current, pulse duration, and frequency. They dictate the strength of electrical discharges, heat 

production, material transfer, and deposition characteristics. The choice of electrical parameters relies 

on factors like the workpiece material, desired deposition properties, and the specific equipment utilized. 

Typically, a short-duration pulse with high voltage is employed to generate a controlled spark and 

localized melting, and a portion of the molten droplets from the electrode transfers to the workpiece 

surface, which are propelled towards the workpiece due to the electromagnetic forces generated in the 

process [67], [68]. The transfer of material is also influenced by factors like the electrode geometry, 

and properties of the molten material. This rapid solidification results in a metallurgical bond between 

the deposited material and the substrate, minimizing HAZ and workpiece distortion [67], [68]. A sketch 

of the ESD process is shown in Fig. 2-6. 

 

Figure 2-6 Sketch of the ESD process 
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Following deposition, the surface may undergo additional treatments such as machining, grinding, or 

polishing to achieve the desired surface roughness, dimensional accuracy, or final shape. 

During the deposition process, the previous splat layer becomes the substrate of the next splats, and the 

solid-liquid interface moves from the base metal to the deposition surface as the solidification of the 

splats [69]. During this process, the cellular subgrains are formed at the outer surface of the deposition 

along the deposition direction. It is expected that the fine cellular structure (subgrain diameter) will 

coarsen as the continuous heating of the system. From the high magnification images, the differences 

in the size of the subgrain can be distinguished, which is due to the different thermal treatments that 

undergo [69]. Fig. 2-7 shows the mechanism of grain/subgrain growth and the subgrain diameter and 

splat thickness are represented by 2-headed arrows. 

 

Figure 2-7 Solidification mechanism of Inconel 718 deposition using ESD 

The relationship between the subgrain size and the splat thickness, and the microhardness was also 

studied [69]. The thicker the splat, the lower the cooling rate, which would produce the higher sized 

subgrain, and result in a lower microhardness. 

2.2.2 Effect of ESD Parameters  

The process parameters employed in ESD are instrumental in determining the characteristics of the 

deposition and overall process performance. The discharge voltage directly influences the energy input 

into the ESD process. Higher voltages result in greater discharge energies, leading to increased material 

vaporization and plasma temperature. This can enhance material transfer and deposition efficiency 

[70]–[72]. However, excessively high voltages can result in excessive material loss, elevated electrode 

erosion, and potential arcing or substrate damage. 
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The discharge current determines the rate at which energy is delivered during each discharge pulse. 

Higher currents typically yield larger plasma volumes, increased material vaporization, and higher 

deposition rates [70]–[72]. However, excessively high currents can lead to electrode overheating, 

increased material loss, and reduced process control. 

The discharge frequency refers to the rate at which discharge pulses are applied during the ESD process. 

Higher frequencies generally enable faster material deposition due to increased discharge repetition 

[70]–[72]. However, the selection of frequency should be balanced with process stability, electrode 

cooling, and material transfer efficiency. Lower frequencies may be preferred in certain applications to 

ensure better control of the deposition process. 

The pulse duration represents the duration for which the discharge current is applied during each 

discharge pulse, and it can be adjusted through capacitance control. Longer pulse durations provide 

higher energy input, resulting in increased material vaporization and plasma temperatures [70]–[72]. 

This can improve deposition efficiency and promote stronger bonding between the deposited material 

and the substrate. Nevertheless, excessively long pulse durations can cause excessive heating, electrode 

erosion, and reduced control over the deposition process. 

The pulse energy and the power input can be calculated using the following equation [70], [73]:  

𝐸 =
1

2
𝐶𝑉2.............................................................................................................................................. (1) 

𝑃 = 𝐸 × 𝑓 =
1

2
𝐶𝑉2 × 𝑓........................................................................................................................ (2) 

The unit of the parameters are capacitance (C) [μF], voltage (V) [V], and frequency (f) [Hz]. 

The electrode gap refers to the distance between the electrode and the substrate surface, which can be 

altered by applying force [74], [75]. The electrode gap affects the distribution of the electric field, 

discharge stability, and material transfer efficiency. Smaller electrode gaps typically lead to more 

localized discharges, higher energy density, and improved material transfer. However, the adjustment 

of electrode gap should consider factors such as the desired deposition thickness, and cooling 

effectiveness. 
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2.2.3 Applications of ESD 

The use of ESD provides an economical method for repairing valuable components. Instead of 

undergoing the costly and time-consuming process of replacing the entire component, ESD allows for 

targeted repairs, resulting in reduced downtime and cost savings. This is especially advantageous for 

crucial components in industries like aerospace, power generation, and automotive, where the expenses 

associated with component replacement are significant. 

Surface modification. ESD is commonly employed to alter the surface morphology of workpieces, 

specifically for coating purposes. This practice is particularly prevalent in industrial equipment, such 

as the production of TiC coatings on copper electrodes in RSW, as illustrated in Fig. 2-8a and 2-8b. 

This choice stems from the fact that copper undergoes plastic deformation during repeated heating 

processes, leading to a reduction in its durability. Following the manufacture of TiC coatings, the 

decreased conductivity serves to enhance the heat generated during the RSW process (allowing for the 

use of lower parameters). Moreover, the higher plasticity of TiC prevents copper deformation and 

extends the electrode's durability, as depicted in Fig. 2-8c and 2-8d. 

 

Figure 2-8 Photo of a) uncoated and b) coated RSW copper electrodes; and the c) uncoated and 

d) coated electrodes that undergo multiple welding, adapted from [76] 
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Repair. ESD is also frequently employed for the repair of surface damage on metal workpieces. For 

instance, WC coatings are applied using ESD to address the restoration requirements of rusted journal 

shaft surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2-9a and 2-9b. ESD is also utilized for structural repairs, such as in the 

case of turbine blades damaged due to thermal fatigue, as illustrated in Fig. 2-10. Fig. 2-10a presents a 

photograph of the damaged component, while Fig.2-10b depicts the removal of the damaged section 

followed by structural repair. The repaired component is shown in Fig. 2-10c. 

 

Figure 2-9 Repair of rust mandrel a) before and b) after WC ESD coating, adapted from  [76] 

 

Figure 2-10 Photo of a) thermal fatigue damaged turbine blade; b) grinding off the damaged part; 

and c) the structural repair of turbine blade, adapted from Johnson [77] and Barile et al [78] 
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ESD with powder feedstock. Unlike the conventional ESD technique, Zhao et al. [79] used a planar 

electrode with ultrasonic vibration to fabricate NiCrSiB coating on a carbon steel ASTM1045 substrate. 

The NiCrSiB powder was glued to one side of the copper tape, and then the other side of the copper 

tape was glued to the planar electrode as shown in Fig. 2-7. After touching the substrate surface with 

ultrasonic vibration when the power was turned on, the electric spark melted the powder on the tape, 

fused it, and transferred and solidified it onto the substrate. The etched coating exhibited columnar 

dendritic grains that grew in a direction perpendicular to the substrate surface, with primary dendrite 

arm spaces less than 1 μm and secondary dendrite arm spaces less than 0.2 μm. The microhardness of 

the coating was measured to be 680 Hv, much higher than the substrate's 329 Hv. The increase in 

coating hardness was due to two main factors, one being the generation of intermetallic compounds, 

chromium carbide, and boron precipitates, and the other being the refinement of the grains. In addition, 

a wear test was performed, and the wear rate was 5.71×10-7mm2/N, which is nearly a fourfold 

reduction with respect to the substrate. 

 

Figure 2-11 Schematic ultrasonic electrospark powder deposition (ESPD) diagram, adapted from 

Zhao et al [79] 
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Burkov et al. [80] used another ESD technique to fabricate the coating in Ti6Al4V using metal powders 

as raw material, the the sketch shown in Fig. 2-8. A mixture of monometallic powders Ti, Ni, Zr, Mo, 

Al, and alloy powders Ti3Al + 10% C is poured into a metal container, and then the substrate workpiece 

is stretched into the container and connected to the circuit respectively, and the contact of the mixed 

powder in the container acts as a circuit between the container and the workpiece, while the electric 

spark formed during the contact causes the powder to melt, fuse, and transfer and solidify to the 

substrate to form the coating as shown in the figure. After sufficient deposition, AlNi2Ti, MoNi4 and 

NiTi intermetallic compounds were observed in the coating. Microhardness of 765 Hv, surface 

roughness Ra=31, and wear rate from 2.2*10-6g/Nm of the substrate material to 4.5*10-7g/Nm of the 

coating were also measured, which indicates that the coating can protect the substrate effectively from 

adhesive wear. 

 

Figure 2-12 Schematic coating deposition by ESA in granule medium, adapted from Burkov et al 

[81] 
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2.3 Coating Materials for ESD 

A variety of metallic materials are frequently utilized in ESD, each possessing distinct properties and 

advantages tailored for specific applications. This section offers a comprehensive overview of the 

metallic materials frequently employed in ESD. 

Nickel-based alloys, such as Inconel and Hastelloy [82]–[84], find extensive application in 

environments characterized by high temperatures and corrosive conditions. These alloys possess 

exceptional resistance to oxidation, heat, and chemical corrosion, and enhance fatigue life, rendering 

them suitable for a range of industries including gas turbines, chemical processing, and power 

generation. 

Aluminum and its alloys [85], [86] provide a favorable balance of strength, low weight, and resistance 

to corrosion. They are frequently employed in ESD for applications that demand lightweight coatings 

with efficient thermal conductivity. Examples of such applications include heat exchangers, electronic 

components, and aerospace structures. 

Ceramics, such as WC [87], [88], are often produced to elevate the surface roughness, and resistance 

to wear and corrosion of the surface of the workpieces. TiC [89] can be coated on resistance spot 

welding (RSW) copper electrode to prolong the working life of the cap.  

Cobalt-based alloys, exemplified by Stellite [90], are renowned for their remarkable ability to withstand 

wear, exhibit high strength at elevated temperatures, and resist corrosion. These alloys are extensively 

utilized in applications where severe wear is prevalent, including valve seats, cutting tools, and 

components requiring exceptional wear resistance. 

It is important to emphasize that when choosing metallic materials for ESD, careful consideration is 

given to the desired coating properties, application requirements, and compatibility with the substrate 

material. Factors such as mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, thermal conductivity, electrical 

conductivity, and cost-effectiveness should be taken into account when making the material selection. 

2.3.1 Inconel 718 Superalloy by ESD 

Ni-base high-temperature alloy materials can work for a long time at temperatures above 600°C and 

under certain stresses [91]. They are mainly used in the fields of aviation, aerospace, petroleum, 
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chemical, naval, electric power, automobile, etc. [92]. High-temperature alloy industry is a technology-

intensive industry, and its production process is characterized by high technical content and great 

difficulty in development. The research and development of a new type of high-temperature alloy 

products not only requires the achievement of technical conditions, but also must go through mass 

production and master the production process, which requires the accumulation of more industry 

experience to succeed, and the technical barriers and industry barriers are high. In addition, the military 

field is strict and long-period verification of products, once passed the verification will not easily 

change the supplier, the customer barriers are high. 

Inconel 718 high-temperature alloy is a Ni-Cr-Fe-based deformation alloy developed by the United 

States in 1950s and patented by International Nickel Corporation. It has become one of the most widely 

used high-temperature alloys (accounting for 40%-50% of the world's total production of high-

temperature alloys) because of its good high-temperature stability, oxidation resistance and welding 

properties, excellent fatigue, and creep resistance [93]. As an aero-engine structural material, Inconel 

718 alloy is subject to the combined effects of high temperature, stress and corrosion during service, 

and its working condition is subject to fatigue-creep interaction, and the service life is closely related 

to the evolution of the microstructure of the alloy under service conditions, especially in long-term 

service above 650 ℃, the primary strengthening phase γ” phase in the alloy will be coarsened or 

transformed to δ phase [94]. It is important to elucidate the precipitation and evolution of the 

precipitated phase during service to further extend the service life of Inconel 718 alloy. The crystal 

structures of Ni matrix and strengthening phases are shown in Fig. 2-13. The chemical composition and 

phase information are shown in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2, respectively. 
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Figure 2-13 The lattice structure of the phases and the precipitates in Ni-base superalloy. They 

are a) FCC Ni matrix, b) orthogonal Ni3Nb, and c) FCC Ni3(Al, Ti, respectively 

Table 2-1 Chemical composition of Inconel 718 

Ni Fe Cr Nb Mo Al Ti C 

50-55 Bal. 17-21 4.4-5.4 2.8-3.3 0.2-0.8 0.65-1.15 <0.08 

Table 2-2 Phases in the Inconel 718 along with chemical formula, crystal structure, and lattice 

parameters [95] 

Phase Formula Crystal structure Lattice constant (nm) 

γ - FCC A=0.36 

γ’ Ni3(Al, Ti) FCC A=0.35 

γ” Ni3Nb BCT a=0.36, c=0.74 

δ Ni3Nb Orthogonal a=0.51, b=0.42, c=0.45 

MC (Nb, Ti)C FCC a=0.45 

Laves (Ni, Cr, Fe)2(Nb, Mo, Ti) Hexagonal a=0.48, c=0.78 

Besides the primary strengthening phase γ”, the secondary strengthening phase γ’ can also improve the 

properties of the material. The former has a 60 nm by 10 nm discs-shaped precipitates, which has a 

large lattice mismatch between the body-centered tetragonal (BCT) and the FCC Ni-matrix (γ), which 

results in a high coherency strain that strengthens the material. The latter has an ordered FCC crystal 

structure, with a similar lattice parameter with γ matrix, which is stable between 600 to 850 ℃. Whereas 

the low Al and Ti compositions decide that the γ’ only occupies a low fraction of the strengthening 

phases. The high niobium composition results in the great performance of Inconel 718 at high 
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temperatures under 650 [88, 90]. The carbide and Laves phase are considered detrimental phases in the 

material [91, 92], as they trap the Nb which prevent the formation of γ”, and inhibit grain growth, which 

can initiate the crack and make the material brittle [97].  

The phase evolution analysis during the manufacture of Inconel 718 has been meticulously studied, but 

the phase evolution after some special treatments has only been reported to a small extent. In what 

follows, the ESD technique has been used to prepare the coating of Inconel 718, its microstructure and 

phase evolution was studied, and the internal details after heat treatment were analyzed. 

The pulse energy and the frequency play an important role in the ESD process as introduced in Section 

2.2.2. The higher pulse energy and power input will result in a higher heat input, and during each 

sparking, more electrode material will be molten and transfer onto the substrate, as a result, a thicker 

splat can be formed for each scan of the electrode, and then lead to a higher deposition rate or thick 

coating [98]. The shape of the individual splat is shown in Fig.2-14. 

 

Figure 2-14 A sketch of the individual splat is thicker in the middle, and thinner at the sides 

A study has shown that the thickness of the splats affects the microhardness as well. The thicker the 

splat (higher deposition rate), the lower the microhardness, and a detailed analysis will be presented. 

Besides the deposition rate, another primary result is also important, which is the cavities, or defects, 

and the most common defect is the voids. The voids in deposition techniques are mainly due to the lack 

of fusion (LOF) [98]. In the ESD technique, the lack of fusion is mainly because of (1) the lack of 

transfer of the material from the electrode to the substrate and (2) the temperature of the sparking is 

only slightly higher than the melting temperature of the electrode material, and due to the high viscosity 
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of the molten material, it cannot fill into the voids during the transfer and before the solidification [98]. 

The two statements above suggest that the lack of fusion is mainly due to the low pulse energy, as the 

lower the pulse energy, the lower the material transfer, and the lower the sparking temperature. 

However, the observation shows differently, the volume fraction of the voids increased with the 

increasing pulse energy, and the size of the voids also increase with the increasing pulse energy, which 

suggests that there are other key factors that must be considered when analyzing the formation of the 

voids [98].  

The geometry of the voids is mainly located at the interface of the splats. This is because, during the 

deposition, the uneven contact between the electrode and the substrate could result in the formation of 

a gap or valley between the splats at the same layer. Due to the rapid solidification of the deposition 

layer, the molten material cannot fill the voids. When using high pulse energy, the thicker splats will 

form the deeper valley, and therefore, a larger size and larger fraction of the voids can be observed. It 

can also be observed by roughness measurement. The degree of roughness increases with the increasing 

pulse energy. The higher the pulse energy, the higher the number of unidentified areas that represent 

the valleys formed at the surface during the deposition [98]. 

Another type of defect is the cracks, which are mainly located at the middle of the splat. The shape of 

the splats shows that the side of the splats is thinner than that of the middle region, which in turn leads 

to a different solidification rate, as a result, there will be a thermal gradient inside the individual splat 

that causes the residual stresses inside the splats during the solidification. Most of the splats are parallel 

to the substrate, therefore the direction of the residual stresses is also parallel to the substrate, which 

generates cracks that are perpendicular to the substrate [98].  

These observations are true for almost all the materials that can be used for ESD procession. An 

efficient buildup can be achieved due to the high ductility of the Inconel 718, there is almost no limit 

for this material. Whereas for other materials such as Tungsten Carbide, the thickness can only reach 

30 μm. 

The phases present in the deposition layer are characterized by TEM analysis [99], which shows the 

columnar cell γ matrix in the Inconel 718 Ni-superalloy system. The columnar cells have an elongated 

direction along the deposition direction, which is also the shape of the subgrain in the deposition layer. 

There is no reflection from the strengthening phases γ’, γ”, or δ precipitate in as-deposited samples, but 
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the Laves phase and the carbide can be observed at the boundary of the subgrains, which has a chemical 

composition of (Ni, Cr, Fe)2(Nb, Mo, Ti) and NbC respectively that are confirmed from the EDX 

analysis. Niobium is present in both Laves phase and carbide, which shows that these two precipitates 

are harmful to the system, as they trap the niobium and further prevent the formation of the primary 

strengthening phase γ” phase, with a chemical composition of Ni3Nb. In addition, the nanosized oxide 

precipitate can also be observed in the deposition layer, according to the EDX analysis, the oxide is 

mainly aluminum and titanium oxide, which trap the aluminum and titanium that prevents the formation 

of the secondary strengthening phase γ’ phase with a composition of Ni3(Al, Ti) [99]. 

The hardness of the deposition layer of Inconel 718 is mainly affected by the presence of the 

strengthening phases [99]. As there are no strengthening phases in as-deposited layers, the hardness is 

then mainly due to the presence of the oxide, the smaller grain size, as well as the residual stresses from 

the deposition process. The microhardness of the deposition layer before and after the heat treatment 

does not have many differences, which shows that the microstructure of the deposition layer does not 

have much change. Interestingly, from the electron beam welding (EBW) of the Inconel 718, the grain 

size in the fusion zone increases after the heat treatment, which contains the Laves phase and carbide, 

with no strengthening phases and δ precipitates. Since the EBW was performed under an oxygen-free 

environment, there is no oxide present in the fusion zone. Comparing the results from both techniques, 

the oxide can also inhibit the grain growth in deposited Inconel 718, and the degree of the inhibition of 

the grain growth of the oxide is higher than that of the Laves phase and the carbide. 

To determine the properties of the strengthened Inconel 718, The strengthening phases γ’ and γ” were 

then detected after the full heat treatment (FHT). No Laves phase is observed [99], and the 

microhardness, yield strength, and ultimate strength increase evidently.  

In addition, Pablo et al [84] found that the peening process also plays an important role during the 

deposition. The hammer peening (HP) can reduce the surface roughness efficiently and improve the 

external properties of the base metal. The microhardness after the hammer peening shows a great 

improvement. The fatigue tests show an effective improvement after hammer peened (ESD + HP), and 

direct aged (DA) (ESD + HP + DA). 
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2.3.2 High Entropy Alloy Coating 

High entropy alloys (HEAs) are a promising group of materials known for their remarkable mechanical 

and physical properties. ESD is a surface modification method that provides distinct benefits for coating 

purposes. This literature review seeks to present a thorough examination of the research conducted on 

high entropy alloy coatings manufactured via ESD. The review encompasses a summary of the 

principal discoveries, methodologies employed, and performance attributes of HEA coatings, 

emphasizing their potential applications and avenues for future exploration. 

Thermodynamic Stability. Alloys have been utilized for thousands of years by adding elements to 

materials to alter the properties of pure materials. Copper was added to silver to harden the material 

since pure silver is too soft. Chromium and carbon were added to iron to obtain the properties of 

corrosion resistance and higher strength, respectively. The examples above are adding a small number 

of secondary elements into a primary element, this strategy greatly limits the possibilities of 

combination of elements, but for HEA, there is less concept of the primary and secondary element, 

which leads the number of combinations will increase dramatically, i.e. multi-principal element alloys 

(MPEAs), but minor elements can be considered to alter the properties of materials, which can also 

increase the number of combinations of HEA. 

HEA has several definitions based on different concepts, one is composition-based, the HEA is defined 

as the alloys that contains five or more elements with the same atomic fraction [5], which is then 

expanded as the five or more elements with an atomic fraction between 5 and 35% [5], [100], which 

means the same concentration is not restrictive, which is clearly understood. Another definition is 

entropy-based, the solid solution can be described with low entropy (S < 0.69R), medium entropy 

(0.69R < S < 1.61R), and high entropy (S > 1.61R), where R is the gas constant [101]. This definition 

has conceptual problems since it requires the alloys to be “liquid solution and high-temperature solid 

solution states where the thermal energy is sufficiently high to cause different elements to have random 

positions within the structure” [102]. However, the changes in temperature will affect the 

configurational entropy by changing the short-range order of atoms, which makes it hard to have 

random positions, which is a challenge to use this definition. 

For a simple alloy combined with two elements A and B, the relative free energy of solid solution and 

intermetallic phases can be described as follows:  
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A + B = AB (solid solution): ∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 = ∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 − 𝑇∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 

A + B = AB (intermetallic): ∆𝐺𝑓 = ∆𝐻𝑓 − 𝑇∆𝑆𝑓 

Where ΔGmix, ΔHmix, and ΔSmix are Gibbs free energy, enthalpy and entropy of mixing, respectively, 

and ΔGf, ΔHf, and ΔSf are those of formation of AB intermetallic compound. At thermodynamic 

equilibrium, the enthalpy of the system is 0, and the degree of negativity of free energy of the system 

decides the phase present in the alloy with different stoichiometry AiBj. In addition, for only solid 

solution, depending on ΔHmix, different atoms can order or cluster on the lattice, so the solid solution 

does not have to be ideal, and there might be a possibility that the system contains two solid solutions 

with different crystal structure, lattice parameter with different compositions. In binary-phase diagrams, 

the solid solution phase is usually shown near the elements, and the intermetallic phases are typically 

shown in between the ends. 

However, the problem becomes much more complicated with the increasing number of elements in the 

alloy because of the possibilities of phases in the system at the same time, and the most common 

mixings can be shown in Fig. 2-15.  

 

Figure 2-15 Possible mixing for three-element alloy 

Yeh et al. [5] proposed that the increasing ΔSmix would impede the intermetallic formation, and it is 

possible to substitute the intermetallic compounds with the stabilized solid solution by adding more and 
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more elements to the system. To simplify the problem, they considered an ideal solid solution, in the 

case of ΔHmix is 0, and ΔSf is 0 when the atoms in the intermetallic phase are perfectly ordered, the 

relative stability of two different phases depends on the degree of negativity of -TΔSmix and ΔHf. The 

entropy of mixing is given by: 

𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = −𝑅∑ln𝑥𝑖
𝑥𝑖

 

Where R is gas constant and xi is the mole fraction of element i, and entropy for equiatomic alloy (x1 = 

x2 = x3 = ...) becomes: 

𝛥𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑅ln𝑛 

Where n is the number of elements. Based on the simplification, the entropy of mixing increases with 

the increased number of elements, which have a more negative -TΔSmix which compress the formation 

of intermetallic. 

Major Alloy Families. More than 400 HEAs are studied to date and formed mainly by 37 elements in 

seven major alloy families (3d transition meta, refractory meta, light metal, lanthanide transition metal, 

brasses and bronzes, precious metal and interstitial compound) [103]. 85% of the HEAs are formed by 

9 d transition elements (Al, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) [5], [103], [104], an example is Cantor 

alloy (CoCrFeMnNi) [103] that consists of five elements in these nine elements. These alloys can be 

regarded as an extension of superalloys and stainless steels. Superalloys have the principal elements of 

Ni-Cr-Co-Fe-Mo, and Fe-Cr-Ni act as principal elements in Austenitic (FCC) and duplex (FCC + BCC) 

hardened stainless steels, a small amount of Al, Cu, Nb, and Ti can be added to precipitation hardened 

stainless steels [105]. 9 refractory elements (Cr, Hf, Mo, Nb, Ta, Ti, V, W, and Zr) [106], [107] plus 

Al that form 29 refractory HEAs has been studied. These elements are used to produce new high-

temperature structural metals, which have a wide range of melting points, density, and elastic moduli 

[105], which offer a large flexibility to produce materials with certain properties. For example, Cr, Nb, 

V, and Zr give low density, Mo, Nb, Ta, and W give high melting temperatures, and so on. Other 

elements in different families are also used to produce HEAs, the light metal element  (Al, Be, Li, Mg, 

Sc, Si, Sn, Ti, and Zn) [108], [109] are used for light alloys, 4f elements (Dy, Gd, Lu, Tb, and Tm) 

[110] are used for single-phase, solid solution HEAs with HCP crystal structures. In addition, B [111], 

C [112] and N [113] can also be doped for HEAs because they would cause a significant change in 

microstructure and phases. 
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Preparation of HEAs. The technologies of preparation of HEA are shown in Table 2-3, Different forms 

of HEA have different methods of preparation. For bulk HEAs, the most common way to produce it is 

vacuum melting (e.g., AlCoCrFeNiTiX) [114] and powder metallurgy method (e.g., WXTaTiVCr) [115], 

which have the characteristics of low-temperature sintering, avoiding segregation, and high material 

utilization rate that is not available in the traditional casting method. Mechanical alloying methods are 

mainly used to prepare high-entropy alloy powder (e.g., CuNiCoZnAlTi) [116], nanocrystalline and 

amorphous particles with uniform composition distribution and structure can be obtained. To prepare 

high-entropy alloy coatings, laser cladding (e.g., Al0.5CoCrCuFeNiSi and Al0.8CrFeCoNiCu0.5BX) [117], 

[118], thermal spraying (e.g., AlCoCrFeNi and MnCoCrFeNi) [119], and cold spraying (e.g., 

CoCrFeNiMn) [120] are mainly considered. As for high-entropy alloy film, plasma-based ion 

implantation (e.g., AlCoCrFeNiTi0.2) [121], electrochemical deposition (e.g., AlCrFeMnNi and 

AlCrCuFeMnNi) [122], and magnetron sputtering (e.g., CrFeCoNi) [123] are used.  

Table 2-3 Preparation technology of HEAs 

Form of Alloy Technique Materials Ref. 

Bilk 
Vacuum melting AlCoCrFeNiTiX [114] 

Powder Metallurgy WXTaTiVCr [115] 

Powder Mechanical Alloy CuNiCoZnAlTi [116] 

Coating 

Thermal Spray 
AlCoCrFeNi 

[119] 
MnCoCrFeNi 

Cold spray CoCrFeNiMn [120] 

Laser Cladding 
Al0.5CoCrCuFeNiSi [117] 

Al0.8CrFeCoNiCu0.5BX [118] 

Film 

Plasma-based Ion Implantation AlCoCrFeNiTi0.2 [121] 

Electrochemical Deposition 
AlCrFeMnNi 

[122] 
AlCrCuFeMnNi 

Magnetron Sputtering CrFeCoNi [123] 

HEAs Coating by Common Coating Techniques. Li et al. [118] fabricated Al0.8CrFeCoNiCu0.5Bx 

coatings on aluminum alloy by laser melting with single element Al, Cr, Fe, Co, Cu, and B powders by 

controlling the composition of the blended powder with x being 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4. The article 

characterized the metallographic changes at different x and measured the hardness and wear resistance. 
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The coating exhibits BCC1+BCC2+FCC phases when x ≤ 0.1, while borides Cr2B and Fe2B start to 

form when x ≥ 0.2. The microhardness of the coating increases from 79 Hv in the substrate to 479, 549, 

613, 601, and 705 Hv with increasing boron content, which is 6-9 times that of the substrate, 

respectively. Meanwhile, the wear rate of the coating surface decreases with the increase of x, from 

1.19×10-5 to 1.5×10-7 mm2/N, which is only 0.01%-5.43% of the wear rate of the substrate. 

Ang et al. [119] fabricated AlCoCrFeNi and MnCoCrFeNi HEA coatings by plasma spraying, with 

corresponding powder fabricated by high purity Al, Co, Cr, Fe, Ni, and Mn powder as the feedstock, 

the former HEA powder has the structure of BSS, and the latter of the FCC. The study investigated the 

temperature, speed, and splat anatomy during spraying to obtain a higher quality coating. Regarding 

the exploration of microstructure, the paper analyzes the architecture, porosity network, and multiphase 

composition during sputtering. XRD analysis reveals that both HEAs produced coatings with 

predominantly FCC structure and the generation of oxide is unavoidable due to the high temperature. 

As for the mechanical properties, the void fraction of the coatings is less than 10%, and the 

microhardness of the coatings is greater than 4 GPa. 

Feng et al. [120] used CoCrFeNiMn powders as feedstock to fabricate coatings by cold spray. This 

study investigated the optimization of the spraying parameters to obtain coatings with a porosity less 

than 2%. Unlike thermal spraying, no oxide was observed in the coatings by cold spraying, and no 

phase transformation of the material was observed. Cold spraying is performed by dynamic 

recrystallization to fuse the powder to obtain the coating, this process creates a high dislocation density 

at the particle interface, making the hardness (5.64 GPa) much higher than that of CoCrFeNiMn 

prepared by the casting method. After annealing treatment at 650C, the dislocations were alleviated, 

and the hardness decreased to 4.95 GPa. 

The mentioned studies all employ powdered materials as feedstock, which impose stringent 

requirements on the powder characteristics in order to ensure flowability and fusion density. 

Furthermore, the optimization of the process to achieve high-quality coatings is inherently complex and 

entails adjustments of multiple parameters. In industrial applications, these processes are time-

consuming and costly. Hence, there is a need to explore simpler and more intuitive coating techniques. 

HEA Coating by ESD. Chandrakant et al. [124] fabricated AlCrFeCoNi coatings on AISI 410 stainless 

steel. BCC and a small amount of FCC structure was measured in the coating. Diffusion of elements 
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occurred at the interface between the coating and the substrate, which strengthened the solid solution. 

The coating achieved a microhardness of 907 Hv and showed good wear resistance. 

Ciprian et al. [125] used ESD to fabricate high-temperature metal HEA HfNbTaTiZr coatings on 316L 

stainless steel to obtain a corrosion-resistant surface. The researchers obtained high quality coatings, 

which showed that the coatings were homogeneous and had good adhesion on the substrate. The 

obtained samples were subjected to electrochemical corrosion in salt water and a small corrosion rate 

was obtained. 

Kuptsov et al. [126] fabricated CrFeNiCo(Cu) coatings on AISI420 stainless steel to protect the 

stainless steel for use in coastal or offshore areas. The researchers fabricated coatings with single-phase 

FCC structure and concluded that CrFeCoNiCu has weaker corrosion resistance in artificial seawater 

than CrFeCoNi. In addition, the presence of Cu caused the surface of the components to exhibit 

significant antimicrobial activity. The friction resistance of the surface also has a significant 

improvement. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter provides a detailed overview of commonly used coating manufacturing technologies, 

including the history of thermal spray, cold spray, and laser cladding, the process of manufacturing 

coatings, as well as the characteristics and properties of coatings. Subsequently, the chapter introduces 

the mechanism, manufacturing process, and the influence of parameters on coating fabrication in the 

context of Electrostatic Spray Deposition (ESD), highlighting its differences from traditional 

techniques. Furthermore, it presents the metallographic characteristics of Inconel 718 and High Entropy 

Alloys (HEA), followed by an exploration of research on coating fabrication using ESD in subsequent 

chapters, demonstrating the flexibility and intuitiveness of ESD. 
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Chapter 3 

Inconel 718 Buildup on Thin-wall Geometry 

3.1 Introduction 

Components with thin geometries are widely adopted in industrial and commercial products, such as 

the edges of turbine blades and pump impeller blades; but usually they are tricky to weld repair due to 

their small thermal mass available in those regions. Often, erosion of the part during repair occurs when 

there is too much heat buildup. Additive manufactured parts with lattices or thin-wall geometries that 

are designed to be lightweight or have high surface area can also face this challenge. The ability to 

repair these challenging geometries could extend the service life of these parts, especially when they 

experience wear, corrosion, or stress/fatigue cracking [127], as well as reducing scrap rates for parts 

that fail during manufacturing due to overheating and warping, cracking, and dimensional inaccuracies.   

In this study, Inconel 718 was used to produce buildups of up to 8 mm on additive manufactured 17-4 

stainless steel thin-walled structures with thicknesses of 0.5 and 1 mm. The quality of the deposition 

was investigated, which includes the deposition rate, defect type, microstructures, and microhardness 

when using different ESD parameters. The extent of dilution was also measured on thin walls. The 

HAZ size in thin geometries was also characterized. This study explored the effect of reduced thermal 

mass in the substrate and changing ESD process parameters to determine whether this frequently 

claimed cold welding process also limits the extent of substrate damage when repairing thin-wall 

geometries. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Thin-wall Manufacturing 

Thin walls of 17-4 stainless steel were additive manufactured using a material extrusion method with 

the Markforged Metal X system. Wall thicknesses of 0.5 and 1 mm were printed by extruding a 1.85 

mm diameter filament made from a mixture of metal powder, 2-4 vol.% polypropylene, and 2-6 vol.% 

hydrocarbon wax. The filaments are extruded into tracks with a final sintered height of 0.125 mm and 

a width of 0.25 mm, although they are automatically printed larger to account for shrinkage during 

sintering. Two and four tracks were deposited for the 0.5- and 1-mm walls, respectively, as shown in 
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Fig. 3-1.  

 

Figure 3-1 a) Thin walls used as substrate; b) scan path for 0.5 and c) 1 mm wall print 

3.2.2 ESD Process 

In the ESD process, consumable Inconel 718 electrodes are attached to the anode and the workpiece is 

connected to the cathode. In this study, only three electrical parameters were varied for comparison 

with a manual ESD equipment, namely capacitance (C), voltage (V), and pulse discharge frequency (f). 

Other parameters, such as the travel speed of the electrode, the travel method, and the contact force 

between the electrode and the substrate, could not be controlled quantitatively under manual conditions, 

and thus these engineering parameters were left to the operator to maintain as consistently as possible. 

During the deposition process, high purity argon was used as a shielding gas at a rate of 30L/min to 

protect the Inconel 718 electrode and 17-4 stainless steel substrate. 

Table 3-1 Chemical composition of Inconel 718 electrode and 17-4 stainless steel substrate wt% 

Material Al Nb Mo Ti Cr Fe Ni Cu 

Inconel 718 0.46 5.78 2.38 1.21 20.21 18.66 51.30 - 

17-4 SS - 0.41 - - 16.22 77.69 4.20 1.48 

A manual ESD machine developed by Huys Industries was used to produce the buildup of Inconel 718 

on 0.5- and 1-mm thin walls. A 1.8 mm thick rod of Inconel 718 was used as the electrode material, 

and the chemical composition is shown in Table 3-1. When depositing Inconel 718 on a flat surface, a 

parameter set of 100 μF, 80 V, 150 Hz can produce a high-quality deposition layer [79]. However, 

during deposition on small geometries where heat can accumulate more readily from previous material 

transfer events, additional process optimization is needed. Therefore, capacitance, voltage, and 

frequency were varied separately to investigate the effect of the parameters on the deposition. The 

parameter selections and corresponding parameter set numbers are listed in Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2 Parameter combinations, and calculated pulse energy and average power 

Parameter set 

# 

Capacitance 

(μF) 

Voltage 

(V) 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Pulse energy 

(J) 

Power 

(W) 

G1 80 100 50 0.4 20 

G2 80 100 100 0.4 40 

G3 80 100 150 0.4 60 

G4 80 120 50 0.576 28.8 

G5 80 120 100 0.576 57.6 

G6 80 120 150 0.576 86.4 

G7 80 140 50 0.784 39.2 

G8 80 140 100 0.784 78.4 

G9 80 140 150 0.784 117.6 

G10 100 100 50 0.5 25 

G11 100 100 100 0.5 50 

G12 100 100 150 0.5 75 

G13 100 120 50 0.72 36 

G14 100 120 100 0.72 72 

G15 100 120 150 0.72 108 

G16 100 140 50 0.98 49 

G17 100 140 100 0.98 98 

G18 100 140 150 0.98 147 

G19 120 100 50 0.6 30 

G20 120 100 100 0.6 60 

G21 120 100 150 0.6 90 

G22 120 120 50 0.864 43.2 

G23 120 120 100 0.864 86.4 

G24 120 120 150 0.864 129.6 

G25 120 140 50 1.176 58.8 

G26 120 140 100 1.176 117.6 

G27 120 140 150 1.176 176.4 
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3.2.3 Characterization 

The samples were mounted in conductive resin, and then ground and polished for further study. The 

OM images were obtained from an Olympus BX51M optical microscope. The deposition thickness and 

defect rate, and width of the grains were measured using ImageJ, and the deposition rates were 

calculated. The stainless-steel substrate and Inconel 718 deposition layers were etched using Kalling’s 

No. 2 Reagent and inverted glyceregia, respectively. The microhardness was measured using a Clemex 

CMT with a force load of 50 g and 10 s dwell time. Each indent was spaced 2.5 times of the indent 

width. Scanning electron microscopy images and elemental information were obtained by a Field 

Emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, Zeiss UltraPlus) equipped with energy-dispersive 

x-ray spectroscopy (EDX, AMETEK EDAX Apollo XL) attachment. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Effect of Pulse Energy and Power Input on Coating 

An overall comparison between deposition rate and power in Fig. 3-2a (which incorporates voltage, 

capacitance, and frequency as shown in equations in Section 2.2.2) shows that increasing the power 

results in an increased deposition rate that is indifferent to the wall thickness. This suggests that 

differences in heat accumulation during ESD did not notably affect the deposition rate for wall 

thicknesses between 0.5 and 1 mm. To observe the effect of frequency, the deposition rate vs. pulse 

energy for each of the three frequency levels is plotted in Fig. 3-2b (for ESD on a 0.5 mm thick wall) 

and Fig. 3-2c (for a 1 mm thick wall). These plots show that increasing the pulse energy increases the 

deposition rate, an observation that holds true for deposits on both wall thicknesses and is more evident 

at frequencies of 100 Hz and 150 Hz. When ESD is performed at a low pulse frequency of 50 Hz, an 

increase in pulse energy still results in a slight increase in deposition rate. However, the quantity of 

material transferred to the substrate is significantly smaller than expected when compared to the higher 

frequency depositions, which suggests material transfer is less efficient at this low frequency.  

The quantity of material buildup on a substrate during ESD is a balance between the amount of material 

transferred from the electrode and the amount of material removed from the substrate. Due to the high 

localized heating, some material from both electrode and substrate is lost due to vaporization, or some 

material transfers from the substrate to the electrode [69], [128]. These reduce the transfer efficiency 

of the process, depending on the chosen process parameters [69], [128]. In some cases, erosion of the 
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substrate rather than buildup has been reported [128], [129]; and the mass transfer has been repeatedly 

shown to be non-linear with respect to the process parameters and deposition time. This non-linearity 

explains the significantly lower deposition rate at higher pulse energy when using 50 Hz compared to 

that of 100 and 150 Hz, because of significant erosion of the substrate compensating material buildup 

at a low pulse energy. 

 

Figure 3-2 a) Overall relationship between the deposition rate and the power input. Relationship 

between the deposition rate and pulse energy on b) 0.5 mm wall and c) 1 mm wall 

The diagrams in Fig. 3-3 show the relationship between pulse energy or power input, and defect rate 

(voids and oxides), which is defined as the area fraction of the defect viewed on a cross-section. Fig. 

3-3a and b indicate the defect rate increases with increasing pulse energy on walls of 0.5 and 1 mm, 

respectively. Fig. 3-3c also illustrates the positive relationship between the defect rate and power input; 

where 1 mm wall has lower defects than 0.5 mm wall generally. When lower pulse energy or power 
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input is used, the type of defect is mainly voids, whereas the voids are dominated by oxides at high 

pulse energy or power input. 

 

Figure 3-3 Relationship between the defect rate and pulse energy on a) 0.5 mm wall and on b) 1 

mm wall; c) overall relationship between the defect rate and the power input 

Fig. 3-4 shows optical images of cross-sections of deposits with different ESD parameter sets and 

different wall thicknesses. As can be observed in the figures, higher pulse energy and power input (Fig. 

3-4c, f, G24) produce a larger number and area of defects, which consist mainly of oxides. For the 

lower parameter set (Fig. 3-4a, d, G6), the defects are mainly voids.  
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Figure 3-4 Optical images of the cross-section of the deposition under different parameter sets 

and wall thickness: a,d) G6; b,e) G15; c,f) G24; g) and h) show an etched deposition with visible 

splat boundary 

The individual splat layer boundaries can be clearly observed in Fig. 3-4g and h. The building direction 

is marked by arrows in the images, and the individual splat layer boundaries are mostly perpendicular 

to the building direction. Tracing out the splat layer boundaries reveals that the geometric positions of 

the voids and oxides are mostly located at the interface between the individual splat layers. This 

suggests that the defect formation occurs as droplets of material are stacked on top of each other and 

the ESD process parameters strongly govern their formation. The low energy process transfers smaller 

volumes of material at a time, which cool faster during transit and arrive at the substrate colder. This 

molten material cools faster and may flow less readily into surface asperities, leaving lack-of-fusion 
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(LOF) voids. However, increasing pulse energy does not guarantee that these asperities are filled by 

transferred material. Higher pulse energies can create thicker splats, leading to deep voids if adjacent 

splats do not overlap. This can be made more problematic over the span of several layers because 

material is preferentially deposited onto protruding peaks on the substrate surface. Although the larger 

droplets and higher thermal mass of material transferred with higher pulse energy should keep the 

material molten for a longer period of time, the solidification rate remains very high and does not 

guarantee the filling of the voids, which also shows the voids in high pulse energy deposition (G24). 

The other major defects are oxides, which are also marked in Fig. 3-4. The EDX analysis of such oxides 

are shown in Fig. 3-5. The oxides mainly consist of titanium and aluminum, which is similar to 

previously reported results. This is due to a large amount of heat generated when the tip of the electrode 

touches the substrate, which causes the rapid aggregation and oxidation of the easily oxidized elements. 

It is more obvious in the case of high power input. As previously mentioned, the defect rate on 1 mm 

walls is generally lower than that on 0.5 mm walls due to the lower heat accumulation, which leads to 

lower oxidation. 
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Figure 3-5 EDX analysis of oxide in Inconel 718 deposition layer 

From the comparison in Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 3-3, there is a trade-off between deposition rate and defect 

rate; a higher deposition rate is often accompanied by a higher defect rate. In practical applications, 

high deposition rate (more economical repairs) and low defect rate (better performance) are desired. 

Thus, it is important to identify a parameter set that meets the conditions for practical applications. In 

general, castings can have an acceptable porosity level of up to 5%. It is used as a reference for selecting 

appropriate ESD process parameters in this study. Among the investigated 27 parameter sets, G6 (80 

μF, 120 V, 150 Hz) and G15 (100 μF, 120 V, 150 Hz) are the most suitable ones with sufficiently high 

deposition rates and acceptable levels of defects. G24 (120 μF, 120 V, 150 Hz) was also characterized 

as a comparison, which has a very high deposition rate and higher defect level. Their deposition rates 

and defect rates are listed in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-3 The deposition rate and defect rate on 0.5 and 1 mm walls when using three typical 

parameter sets: G6, G15, and G24 

Parameter set # Parameters 
Deposition rate (μm/min) Defect rate (%) 

0.5 mm 1 mm 0.5 mm 1 mm 

G6 80 μF, 120 V, 150 Hz 203.72 229.75 3.31 2.59 

G15 100 μF, 120 V, 150 Hz 220.81 248.27 2.98 3.16 

G24 120 μF, 120 V, 150 Hz 381.10 496.44 4.71 3.99 

3.3.2 Microstructure and Microhardness of Deposited Inconel 718 Layer 

During the ESD process, melting occurs on both the electrode and substrate surface. This provides the 

opportunity for the transferred material from the electrode to undergo convective mixing with the 

substrate, resulting in a dilution of the transferred material when both are in the liquid state. During the 

build-up process, the previously deposited layer solidified but is partly melted again during the 

deposition of the next layer, allowing the substrate material to dilute further. Due to the small volume 

of materials transferred during ESD, this dilution is often limited to the first 20-40 µm of material. 

One of the benefits of using Inconel 718 for thin wall repair on 17-4 stainless steel is that the distance 

of elemental mixing can be measured from the chemical content of iron (from 17-4SS) and nickel (from 

Inconel 718) in the system. A line scan was done between the deposited layer and the substrate, the 

direction of which is marked with a white arrow in Fig. 3-6a. The positive side in Fig. 3-6b indicates 

the distance between the point in the deposited layer and the interface; while the negative side indicates 

the distance away from the interface in the substrate. The content of chromium in the two materials 

does not differ much and its concentration does not change significantly. The main differences are in 

Fe and Ni. Fig. 3-6b illustrates the mixing of the elements for the deposition on a thin wall of 0.5 mm 

made with the parameter set of G15, whose mixing zone is highlighted with a gray box and whose 

mixing distance is about 39 µm. As a comparison, EDX analysis was also done on two other parameter 

sets and both wall thicknesses, the results of which are shown in Fig. 3-6c. The mixing distances for 

G6, G15, and G24 are 24, 39, and 40 µm, respectively, on a 0.5 mm thin wall; and 13, 19, and 22 µm 

widths are observed on a 1 mm thin wall. Therefore, high pulse energy or power input can promote the 

mixing of elements at the interface, because more substrate material is melted during deposition. The 

microhardness in the deposited layer from the interface to the upper surface of the deposited layer is 

shown in Fig. 3-6d. The microhardness in the region away from the interface is clearly higher than that 
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in the mixing zone near the interface, confirming dilution does occur during deposition and can change 

the properties of the deposited layer. 

 

Figure 3-6 a) SEM image of G15, 0.5 mm wall deposition/substrate interface; b) EDX linescan 

along arrow indicated in a), with zero indicating the deposition/substrate interface; c) comparison 

of mixing zone size for three parameter sets and two wall thicknesses; d) microhardness 

measurement from the interface into the G15 0.5 mm wall deposition 

During the ESD process, the grains in prior layers – either the substrate or deposited splats – tend to 

grow in the direction of the buildup [69], [99], [130]. The OM images in Fig. 3-7 show the direction of 

growth of the grains in the deposited layer. A typical splat layer is highlighted with a black dashed line 

in Fig. 3-7a, a portion of which is magnified in Fig. 3-7b. Clearly, the cellular microstructure exists in 

the same splat layer, some misorientation exists between the grains. Further etching leads to Fig.6c, 

where the higher angle boundaries of individual grains can be distinguished from each other by their 

color because the etchant attacks differently with different subgrain orientations. 
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Figure 3-7 OM images of a) minor etched deposition layer with a splat layer circled in black dash 

line, building direction is also labeled; b) magnified area of the splat shows the different growth 

directions of grains in the same splat layer; c) further etched deposition showing grain contrast 

The Laves phase is often found in the as-solidified microstructure of Inconel 718, which is rich in Nb 

and Ti [84], [98], [131]. During the ESD process, the partitioning of elements causes this phase to 

appear at the subgrain boundaries. SEM images of the deposition fabricated with parameter set G24 

after etching are shown in Fig. 3-8, with the Laves phase and the Ni matrix labeled in Fig. 3-8a. EDX 

results of the two phases show the difference in chemical content, with the main differences being the 

quantity of Nb, Ti, and Al. In addition to the Laves phase, MX ceramic precipitates are also observed 

in the deposited layers, as shown in Fig. 3-8b and c. They are identified as carbides (NbC) and nitride 

(TiN), respectively.  
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Figure 3-8 SEM images and EDX spectra of a) deposition containing Laves phase and Ni-matrix; 

b) carbide precipitation; c) nitride precipitation 

Fig. 3-9a shows the microhardness in the deposition fabricated with parameter sets G6 (339.11 ± 5.84 

Hv), G15 (327.57 ± 5.39 Hv), and G24 (294.36 ± 8.40 Hv) on thin walls of 0.5 mm, which is lower 

than that on 1 mm walls. A high power input reduces the microhardness of the deposition. This is 

attributed to greater heating and larger droplet sizes when using higher power parameters. Larger 

droplets and hotter molten material result in slower cooling rates, which results in a coarser subgrain 

that reduces hardness [69], [132]. Similarly, when depositing on thinner walls, the low heat transfer 

rate causes more significant heat accumulation in the deposited layer, making the subgrains coarser. 

Some variation in a subgrain width is visible within one buildup in different deposited splat, see Fig. 

3-9b. Mosaic subgrain patterns can be observed in Fig. 3-9c, indicating that not all columnar subgrains 
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in this region are aligned perfectly with the building direction. In addition, although the deposition was 

performed under argon gas flow in the ambient environment, nano-sized spherical oxide particles can 

still be observed in the deposition layer, as shown in Fig. 3-9d. 

 

Figure 3-9 a) Vickers microhardness measurements in deposition layer on 0.5- and 1-mm walls 

using G6, G15, and G24 parameters; SEM image of b) the cross-section of the deposition, with 

magnified area showing different columnar subgrain widths; c) mosaic and columnar patterns, 

with magnified grain boundary; d) nano-sized spherical oxide within the buildup 

3.3.3 Heat Affected Zone in the Substrate 

In the process of ESD, the contact between electrode and substrate raises the local temperature to higher 

than 8000°C in a very short period of time, but cools down to room temperature at a cooling rate of up 

to 106 K/s. The heating and cooling process is accompanied by a very rapid melting and solidification 

of the electrode and substrate materials. In general, the short deposition time and fast heat transfer of 

ESD do not notably affect the microstructure of the substrate material when manufacturing thin Inconel 

718 coatings in comparison to other welding/cladding techniques [98], [99]. However, the thin-walled 

geometry severely reduces the heat transfer efficiency for a heat accumulation, which makes the oxide 

content in the deposited layer higher than in ESD coatings on larger parts [98]. Therefore, a larger HAZ 
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may be expected when depositing material on thin geometries. 

Fig. 3-10a shows the microstructure of as-deposited part with parameter set G15, while Fig. 3-10b 

shows the as-printed part with the typical martensitic structure of 17-4 stainless steel. After deposition 

on the thin-walled parts, the microstructure of the martensitic 17-4 stainless steel undergoes a 

transformation near the interface from the original martensitic structure into ferrite. In addition to this 

phase transformation, changes in grain size of the original martensite structure can also be observed 

further away from the interface. These could result in changes in substrate properties, which will be 

used to determine the size of the HAZ. 

 

Figure 3-10 OM images of a) HAZ of substrate with parameter set of G15 on 0.5 mm thin-wall; 

b) microstructure of 117-4 base metal 
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Fig. 3-11a and b show the profiles of microhardness after deposition with G6, G15, and G24 on thin 

walls of 0.5 and 1 mm, respectively. The microhardness of 17-4 base metal is about 334.7 ± 3.8 Hv. 

The microhardness measurements are taken from the interface into the substrate as far as necessary to 

reach base metal hardness to determine the width of HAZ. The size of the HAZ for G6, G15, and G24 

on a 0.5 mm thin wall 17-4 stainless steel substrate is 1700 µm, 2100 µm, and 2200 µm, respectively; 

while it on 1 mm thin wall is 950 µm, 1250 µm, and 1650 µm respectively. Thus, a high pulse energy 

or power input is correlated to a wide HAZ. A thicker wall can better dissipate the heat input, resulting 

in a smaller HAZ. 

Thin walls with 0.5 mm thickness built up using lower energy input (G6) achieve a peak microhardness 

much closer to the interface (386 HV at 450 um) and decline to the base metal hardness at a shallower 

depth than those with high energy input (G24, 392 HV, 1300 um). The part built up with G24 

parameters also sustains the peak microhardness over a larger area (900 um), suggesting that 

sufficiently elevated temperatures are spread over a larger area when greater energy input was used. 

For buildups applied with the three typical parameter sets on a 1 mm wall, parameter sets G6 and G15 

show a small microhardness increase in comparison to G24. In all cases, the microhardness is lower 

than the 0.5 mm wall counterparts, ranging from 350-370HV. This suggests that the reduced heating 

not only lowers the size of the HAZ, but also has a lower effect on microhardness. 
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Figure 3-11 Microhardness profile of thin-wall 17-4 stainless steel substrate, with the size of the 

HAZ labeled for as-deposited part using parameter sets G6, G15, and G24 on a) 0.5- and b) 1-

mm wall; c) HAZ microstructure of deposition on 0.5-mm wall with parameter set of G24 

3.4 Summary 

The study on the ESD repair of additive manufactured 17-4 stainless steel thin walls of 0.5 and 1 mm 

was performed. A total of 27 ESD parameter sets for the buildup of Inconel 718 were investigated, 

comparing their deposition and defect rates. The most promising parameter for general repair 

applications were selected for further characterization, including a measurement of the extent of 
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dilution between the deposition and substrate, and the formation of a HAZ in the thin-walled substrate. 

● Higher pulse energy and power input resulted in higher deposition rates and more defects. There 

was no significant difference in deposition rate when comparing buildup on 0.5 and 1 mm walls. 

● At low power input, voids were dominant defects; while oxides were dominant in high power set 

up. The selection of parameter sets for repair applications requires balancing deposition quality 

with deposition rate, and is frequently application specific. 

● The width of the mixing/dilution zone between the deposition and substrate was larger when higher 

pulse energies and power inputs were used. The dilution zone was also more significant when 

depositing on thinner walls, due to heat accumulation and more melting of the substrate. The 

optimized parameter set produced a desired dilution zone of 10 µm, above which the composition 

was as expected for an Inconel 718 deposition. 

● Lower energy/power input resulted in finer columnar subgrains and higher microhardness; while 

deposition on the thicker 1 mm wall also had higher microhardness than deposition on the 0.5 mm 

wall. 0.5 mm wall showed a wider HAZ than 1 mm wall after deposition. 

● The optimized ESD parameters with an acceptable deposition rate, adequately low defect rate, 

high microhardness, minimal dilution, and minimal HAZ size were chosen, to demonstrate the 

successful repair of a pump impeller blade and a turbine blade. 
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Chapter 4 

CrFeCoNi MEA Coating with Electrospark Powder Deposition 

4.1 Introduction 

HEAs is one of the most researched topics today because there are many gaps in the HEA system that 

make the results of studying HEA even more valuable. This study fabricates a CrFeCoNi MEA coating 

on A516 steel via ESD process using Cr, Fe, Co, Ni powders. The deposition parameters, such as 

electrical parameters, molar fraction of elements, and ESD process were optimized to reach the desired 

composition in the equiatomic CrFeCoNi MEA coating. The microstructure of the coating was analyzed. 

The roughness and the microhardness of the coating was measured, and the wear property of the 

coatings was also evaluated. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Experimental Materials 

Commercially available Cr, Fe, Co, and Ni powders (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with morphology 

shown in Fig. 4-1a-d were used as feedstock. During the deposition process, a slurry-like powder 

mixture was used for this study to reduce dry powder movement due to the rotating electrode and 

flowing gas cover. The four metal powders were mixed according to the equal mole fraction of each 

element in the MEA. The ratio of mixed powder: polyvinyl alcohol solution (PVA, 80wt.% aqueous): 

ethylene glycol (EG) was 12g:1mL:1.4mL to form a slurry. The slurry was applied onto a 1.76 mm 

thick A516 plate and then dried on a hot plate. The morphology of the slurry after drying is shown in 

Fig. 1e.  
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Figure 4-1 Morphology of powder feedstock a) Cr; b) Fe; c) Co; d) Ni; and e) dried slurry; f) a 

brief sketch of ESPD 

4.2.2 Electrospark Power Deposition (ESPD) Process 

The process of the ESPD is sketched in Fig. 4-1f. A pure tungsten rod with 3.175 mm in diameter was 

used as the electrode to restrict the unexpected addition of the electrode material into the ESD coating. 

The process parameters adjusted in this study to create the alloy coating are capacitance, voltage, and 

pulse frequency, with the ranges shown in Table 4-1. A manual ESD machine manufactured by Huys 

Industries was used with a 30 L/min flow of argon shielding gas to minimize the oxidation of the 

powder. 
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Table 4-1 Electric parameters attempted for powder deposition using ESD 

Capacitance (μF) Voltage (V) Discharge frequency (Hz) 

60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 180 40, 70, 100 100, 150, 200, 250 

The deposition rate was calculated from the deposition weight, which was measured by weighing the 

samples before and after applying the coating, by per unit area.  

4.2.3 Characterization 

The samples were mounted in conductive resin and were ground and polished. The A516 steel substrate 

was etched with Nital etchant and the alloy coating was etched by Kalling’s 2 Reagent. Microhardness 

was measured by a Clemex CMT (v. 8.0.197) with a force load of 25 g and a dwell time of 10 s. A 

linear wear tester was used to perform the wear test with a force load of 988.9 g for 200 cycles (400 

passes) with 7 mm of travel distance per pass. Roughness was measured with a WYKO NT1100 optical 

profiler and a Keyence VK-X250 Laser Profilometer. 

Image analysis was performed on an Olympus BX51M optical microscopy and a Zeiss UltraPlus Field 

Emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) with an AMETEK EDAX Apollo XL energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX) attachment for element information. XRD spectra were obtained 

by PANalytical Materials Research Diffractometer (MRD) with copper being anode material, X-ray 

wavelength of 1.5406 Å, and scanning angles of 2θ=20-90°. The electron backscattered diffraction 

(EBSD) was performed using a JEOL 7000F SEM in Canadian Centre for Electron Microscopy 

(CCEM), and the obtained results were post-processed using HKL channel 5 software. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Deposition Process Optimization 

The conventional principle of ESD is the generation of sparks when the anode and cathode come into 

contact, resulting in a very high local temperature that causes the anode electrode material to melt, 

transfer, and solidify onto the cathode substrate [70]. Similarly, when ESD is performed with powders, 

the powder particle in contact with the cathode substrate can be considered as the cathode during the 

powder deposition process. Sparks are generated when the anode contacts the cathode powder, which 

is also in contact with the dense cathode substrate. High localized temperatures cause the powders to 

melt, fuse together, and solidify onto the substrate to form coating. A cross-sectional image of the 
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coating deposited with the ESD parameter set of 100 μF, 60 V, 100 Hz, which corresponds to a relative 

low pulse energy of 0.18 J and power input of 18 W, is shown in Fig. 4-2. As can be seen in Fig. 4-2a, 

most of the powders are fused, but some unmelted particles are still visible. EDX analysis shows these 

are mainly unmelted Co and Ni powders located between a fused layer of powder and the substrate. 

This is expected to be highly detrimental to the integrity of the coating, and suggests that the pulse 

energy and power input needs to be increased to ensure a greater melting. When the parameters are 

increased to 180 μF, 100 V, 250 Hz, corresponding to high pulse energy and power input of 0.9 J and 

225 W, respectively, the powders are completely fused whereas tungsten could also be deposited from 

the electrode as shown in Fig. 4-2b. EDX analysis shows the weight fraction of the W was 63.13% 

because of excessively high pulse energy. Therefore, a medium parameter set of 150 μF, 70 V, and 200 

Hz was selected for powder deposition for detailed study. The EDX analysis in Fig. 4-2c shows a lack 

of fusion in Cr powder that was not completely melted when using this medium energy parameter set.  

 

Figure 4-2 SEM image of a) partially molten powder mixture with its magnified area at low pulse 
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energy and power input; b) undesired W inclusion at high pulse energy and power input; c) 

unmelted Cr and its EDX mapping 

Firstly, the initial powder slurry with a mole fraction of 1:1:1:1 for the constituent elements is used. 

The dried slurry was then coated on the substrate surface using a pure tungsten rod as the electrode with 

the selected parameter set. The cross-section of the as-deposited coating with the medium parameter 

set is shown in Fig. 4-3a. The EDX line scan in Fig. 4-3b indicates the atomic percentages of Cr, Fe, 

Co, and Ni are 20.72 ± 1.86%, 28.92 ± 1.32%, 25.44 ± 1.42%, and 24.92 ± 1.08% (ratio is 0.83:1.16:1:1), 

respectively. It is found that the Cr concentration is low while Fe is high, and Co or Ni are almost equal 

to the desired 25%. This is because of their different melting points. Cr has the highest melting point 

of 1907 °C; whereas Fe, Co, and Ni with lower melting point could be melted more thoroughly. This 

explains why a lack of Cr fusion as observed in Fig. 4-2c and a lower Cr fraction was present in the 

coating. The more-than-expected Fe content may be from the steel substrate. Therefore, an adjustment 

of the molar ratio for the four constituent elements can be rationalized by their melting points and 

external sources of material, a lower degree of fusion is expected with higher melting temperature 

materials. 

The powder proportions were then adjusted according to the corresponding deposited ratio, calculated 

by expected fraction/received fraction (1/0.83:1/1.16:1:1). Consequently, the modified slurry with mole 

fractions of 1.2:0.86:1:1 is designed to achieve the expected ratio of 1:1:1:1. The new coating in Fig. 

4-3c-d shows a quite uniform coating without obvious unmelted powders, with an equal mole fraction 

of 24.83 ± 2.49%, 25.20 ± 2.59%, 25.07 ± 2.18%, and 24.89 ± 1.44% for these four elements, 

respectively. The calculated coating deposition rate is 5.80×10-5 ± 1.74×10-5g/mm2. 

The XRD spectra of the A516 steel and the deposited coating are shown in Fig. 4-3e and f, respectively. 

The A516 substrate has a BCC phase whereas the coating has the FCC phase. There are three peaks at 

2θ of 43.75°, 50.86°, and 74.95°, corresponding to (111), (200), and (220) plane of FCC, respectively. 

The lattice constant of the deposited alloy is calculated to be 0.358 nm, which is in agreement with the 

CrFeCoNi alloy fabricate with laser melting [133] and arc melting [134] methods. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the fabricated alloy coating is a promising single phase MEA CrFeCoNi. 
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Figure 4-3 Cross-section and EDX analysis of deposited coating with a-b) equal atomic Cr, Fe, 

Co, Ni slurry mixture and c-d) optimized unequal mixture. XRD analysis of e) A516 steel 

substrate and f) the deposited coating 

When deposition is performed directly with electrodes (electrospark electrode deposition ESED), the 

electrode material melts and rapidly solidifies onto the substrate surface. For ESPD, the powders act as 

an intermediate between the electrode and substrate. The poor electrical connection between the 

powders and the substrate would cause the melted powders been deposited on electrode as well, see 

Fig. 4-4a. The EDX analysis (Fig. 4-4b) indicates the deposition on electrode yields an atomic fraction 

of 24.55%, 24.84%, 26.87%, and 23.73% for Cr, Fe, Co, and Ni, similar as the coating composition on 
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the substrate. This suggests MEA is also deposited on W electrode. Consequently, post surface 

smoothing process was then performed with this MEA coated W electrode using low pulse energy 

conditions to smoothen the deposited coating on the substrate. Although low pulse energy decreases 

the deposition rate, re-melting/depositing the MEA alloy on the electrode to the valleys for smoothening 

the substrate surface can happen. In the study, the parameter set of 60 μF, 40 V, 100 Hz was used for 

surface smoothening. Fig. 4-4c-f show the surface morphology and roughness of coating before and 

after smoothening. The arithmetical mean height (Ra) within the effective measurement area is 17.86 

μm, while the distance between the peak and the valley (Rz) is 127.73 μm. A significant improvement 

in roughness after low-pulse-energy smoothing is observed, with a decrease in Ra and of Rz 11.61 μm 

and 83.23 μm, respectively. 
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Figure 4-4 a) SEM image of W electrode after deposition with powder deposited on the electrode 

and b) the EDX analysis of deposited alloy; c) SEM image of the as-deposited coating surface 

with high pulse energy and d) its roughness measurement; e) smoothened surface with deposition 

of alloy on the electrode under low pulse energy and f) its roughness measurement 

4.3.2 Microstructure Analysis of the In-situ MEA Coating 

The OM images of the deposited microstructure after etching are shown in Fig. 4-5. Fig. 4-5a and c 

illustrate the microstructure at low magnification, where columnar grains parallel to the deposition 

direction can be observed because this direction has the maximum temperature gradient [135]. 

Representative areas in Fig. 4-5a and c are marked with white boxes and their magnified areas are 
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shown in Fig. 4-5b and d with white dotted lines marking the visible grain boundaries. 

 

Figure 4-5 OM images of minor etched coating, where a) and c) grains are parallel to the 

deposition direction with b) and d) magnified areas, respectively 

OM image of the coating after major etching are shown in Fig. 4-6a, which contain substrate, ESPD 

layer, and the afterward ESED layer from smoothening process. The morphology of the microstructure 

of the matrix of the coating (Point 1) is far more different than the transition zone near the substrate 

(Point 2). EDX analysis in Fig. 4-6b indicate that point 1 has a uniform distribution of the four elements 

with an atomic fraction of 1:1:1:1, while point 2 has a Fe-rich composition. During the traditional ESD 

process, the melting and solidification of the substrate material are also necessary to bond the electrode 

material to the substrate material, which is accompanied by the dilution of the substrate elements into 

the coating to form an electrode-substrate alloy [136]. This dilution could also result in the formation 

of the Fe-rich transition zone near the interface in this ESPD process. No W was detected in the overall 

regions, suggesting the melting of W is negligible in the process. SEM image at the same area is shown 
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in Fig. 4-6c. EDX mapping shows homogeneous distribution of elements in the coating and no obvious 

segregation of elements between different grains. However, there is a Fe-rich zone in the range of about 

10 µm above the interface which behaves differently in the susceptibility to etching.  

The boundaries between the different deposited passes can be observed and are marked in Fig. 4-6c. 

The grains extend from the substrate to the top of the coating indicated by arrows that penetrate 

throughout multiple fusion lines, this is because the atoms in the liquid (melted material) stick on the 

solidified materials and arrange themselves with the same atomic pattern, thus they do not change the 

orientation of crystallization [135]. Three regions with different microstructures are represented with 

numbers in Fig. 4-6d. With the melt pool highlighted with dash line in Fig. 4-6d, region 3 is considered 

as the ESED layer, evidences being 1) a thick central region, where melting is most severe, and thin 

sides can be observed, which attributes to material splat during the ESED, and 2) vertical texture 

roughly parallel to the buildup direction indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4-6d. Region 1 and 2 represent 

the ESPD layer which does not have the splashing structure. ESED involves a relatively higher or more 

effective heat input, which can coarsen the texture of the deposited layer [72], in this case, region 2 has 

a coarser granular textures size of 1-2 μm, and those of the texture in region 1 are <1 μm. However, the 

heat input of ESPD is not high enough to coarsen the deposited ESED layer, resulting in the texture 

size in region 2 being evidently larger. The material melting and transfer mechanism occur in pulses 

during each ESPD pass, it is not possible to distinguish individual layers attributed to each of the three 

powder deposition layers. The relatively random nature of the discharge mechanism during ESD results 

in solidified melt pools with random degrees of overlap compared to other coating or additive processes, 

which leaves a lower degree of tensile residual stresses. 
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Figure 4-6 a) OM image of the major etched region; b) EDX point scan at two marked regions in 

a); c) SEM image at the same region with EDX mapping; d) and e) representative magnified areas 

in a) 

EBSD results of the coatings are shown in Fig. 4-7. The substrate and coating have the iron BCC phase 

and the FCC phase, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4-7a. The equiaxed grains can be observed in the 
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substrate in Fig.7b, while the coating has large columnar grains, which is consistent with the OM and 

SEM observations. An unindexed layer with a thickness of approximately 5 µm can be observed near 

the interface between the substrate and the coating, which is due to the dilution of the substrate elements 

and the formation of an iron-rich region near the interface as already identified in Fig. 4-6c. Since the 

phase in this transition zone is not uniform, the Kikuchi pattern is not able to be indexed. In addition, 

the contents in this region could also be intermetallic phases because of the high concentration of Fe. 

The grain size near the interface is smaller than that in the bulk region, which is because the materials 

in this region are formed through recrystallization during the melting and solidification process, which 

can also be observed in Kernel average misorientation (KAM) map in Fig. 4-7c, with a relatively higher 

misorientation near the interface. The above region can be considered as the intermetallic compounds 

or HAZ), which has a size of approximately 12 µm. 

 

Figure 4-7 EBSD analysis of deposition with a) phase map; b) IPF X map, and c) KAM map 

4.3.3 Heat Affected Zone in the Substrate 

The microstructure of the as-received A516 carbon steel substrate is shown in Fig. 4-8a. A ferritic 

microstructure is observed and the measured microhardness of the as-received A516 steel is 186 ± 3.5 

Hv. Small changes in terms of the phases and size of the grains are observed after the ESD process, as 

shown in Fig. 4-8b. This is attributed to the low-energy input that occurs during ESD, with minimal 

heating of the substrate. The microhardness measured on the coating is 331.53±18.96 Hv, which is 

much higher than that of the cast [137]–[139] and arc melted [140] which has a much lower grain width 

of approximately 7 μm as shown in Fig. 4-7b in this study. Therefore, the relatively high hardness can 

be attributed to the finer grain size, and the width of the texture may also play an important role in 
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determining the microhardness [69], [132] and possibly high residual stresses caused by very high 

cooling rates in ESD process [134]. 

The microhardness profile is shown in Fig. 4-8c, the negative and positive x-axis represent the distance 

from the measured indentation in coating and substrate to the deposition-substrate interface, 

respectively. The microhardness of the interface (distance = 0) is much higher than the A516 steel and 

the deposited CrFeCoNi. This is attributed to the dilution of Fe from the substrate and the coating 

materials during ESD. As a result, the chemical composition of the coating nearest the substrate is Fe-

rich and displays increased hardness because of the formation of IMCs as observed in Fig. 4-7b. 
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Figure 4-8 OM images of microstructure of a) A516 carbon steel substrate with and b) with 

coating; c) microhardness profile of coated sample on the substrate 
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4.3.4 Wear Property of Coatings 

Fig. 4-9a and b show the wear tests performed on bare A516 carbon steel substrate. Wide and deep 

wear tracks are observed. The roughness measurement in Fig. 4-9c shows that the depth is 

approximately 11.5 µm. The X and Y axes are marked in Fig. 9c, and the height profiles at random Y 

are shown in Fig. 4-9d, and are used to determine that the width of the wear track is approximately 0.78 

mm. The images show that the wear mechanism is likely abrasive, due to the much harder wear pin. 

The sides of the track edges are higher than the surrounding material due to the deformation of the 

coating by the wear pin. Fig. 4-9e and f show the wear test track on the polished surface of the MEA 

coated sample, a narrower and shallower track can be observed. The results of roughness in Fig. 4-9g 

indicates the maximum depth of tracks is approximately 2.5 µm, which is significantly smaller than 

that of without coating. The height profile of the sample surface at random X in Fig. 4-9h illustrates the 

width of the wear track is only 0.16 mm, which has a 79.49% reduction.  

The specific wear rate coefficient can be calculated using kw=V/(FS),where V is the wear volume (mm3), 

F is the applied normal load (N), and s is the length of the wear track (m). According to the 

measurements obtained in Fig. 8d and h, the kw of the bare A516 substrate is 1.16×10-3 mm3/N·m; while 

the kw of MEA coated sample is 5.16×10-5 mm3/N·m, which is much lower than that of the cast 

(2.51×10-4 mm2/N·m) [138], HVOF (3.74×10-4 mm3/N·m) [138], arc-melted (5.12×10-4 mm3/N·m) 

[140], and ball-milled (1.70×10-4 mm3/N·m) [139] MEA materials. The low wear rate may be due to 

the residual stresses generated during the ESPD process within the coating [141]–[144] and the 

refinement of the grain/subgrain [139], whereas this perspective needs a further study of the residual 

stress investigation. The two order of magnitude reduction in specific wear rate coefficient suggests 

that the coating material has a much higher wear resistance compared to the carbon steel substrate. 
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Figure 4-9 a) OM image and b) SEM image of linear wear track on the A516 steel substrate 

surface; c) roughness measurement of the wear track and d) its height profile at random Y; e) 

OM image and f) SEM image of linear wear track on coating surface; g) roughness measurement 

of the wear track and h) its height profile at random X 
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4.4 Summary 

This study produced a high-quality MEA CrFeCoNi coating by depositing an elemental powder mixture 

slurry using ESD technology. The parameters of the deposition process were adjusted and optimized, 

including the selection of the ESD electrical parameters, the optimization of the composition of the 

different powders in the slurry, and the use of two ESD process parameters to reduce surface roughness. 

XRD and EDX analyses showed that the coatings produced were the desired CrFeCoNi equiatomic 

alloy, and the coatings were then characterized, including microstructure, microhardness, wear testing, 

and HAZ of the substrate. 

• The proportion of power of each of the four constituent elements required to form an equiatomic 

CrFeCoNi alloy was successfully adjusted using an experimental approach. An initial coating 

performed with an equiatomic powder ratio identified low Cr and high Fe in the final coating, 

which was fixed after the initial powder ratio was adjusted with proportionally higher Cr and lower 

Fe. 

• The microhardness of the coating was measured as 331.53±18.96 Hv, with columnar grains 

growing in the direction of deposition. This was significantly harder than the A516 carbon steel 

substrate (186±3.5 Hv) and is also harder than other reported literature values for CrFeCoNi. 

Microhardness profile and microstructural observations of the substrate showed minimum HAZ 

after ESD. 

• The wear test results show that the CrFeCoNi alloy coating has higher wear resistance than the 

carbon steel substrate. Compared to the base material in this study, the CrFeCoNi coating 

effectively provides wear protection, with a 95.56% decrease in the specific wear rate. 
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Chapter 5 

Application Trials of ESD Process for Coating 

5.1 Repair of Damaged Thin Wall 

5.1.1 Introduction 

Aeroengines operate in extreme environments, including high temperatures, pressures, and centrifugal 

forces [145], [146], placing high demands on the strength of pump impellers and turbine blades. This 

results in exorbitant costs for manufacturing components in aircraft engines. Therefore, a reliable 

repair technique can be proposed for the restoration of damaged parts. One of the most common types 

of damage to pump impellers and turbine blades is associated with their thin-walled structures, which 

can be repaired using ESD. 

5.1.2 Materials and Methods 

A pump impeller [147]and a turbine blade [148] with thin walls were additive manufactured using the 

same printing method as described in Chapter 3 for repair demonstrations. The printed parts are shown 

in Fig. 5-1. 

 

Figure 5-1 Additive manufactured a) pump impeller; and b) turbine blade 

5.1.3 Repair of Thin-walled Additive Manufactured Parts 

The parameter set G6 (120 μF, 80 V, 150 Hz) demonstrated a low defect rate, small HAZ formation in 

the substrate, limited dilution with the substrate during deposition, and acceptable deposition rates as 

already discussed in Chapter 3. To validate the effectiveness of the G6 parameter identified as a good 
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candidate for the thin wall repair of additive manufactured parts, the repair of two components was 

performed as demonstration. In situations where cracks or defects are detected on a component, material 

from the damaged region can be removed, as shown in Fig. 5-2b, e, f. Thus, the ESD electrode has 

sufficient room to perform the deposition. The pump impeller shown in Fig. 5-2a-d has wall thicknesses 

of 1 mm, and can be repaired without any significant challenges. The turbine blade shown in Fig. 5-2e-

h is also successfully repaired in two locations, both with wall thicknesses of 1 mm. As can be seen 

from the repaired images, the depositions can be built up beyond the prior part dimensions, both in 

height and thickness. This would then require machining or grinding to restore the proper part 

dimensions to the desired tolerance. 
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Figure 5-2 Demonstrations of a) pump impeller in original condition; b) damage introduced to 

blades; c, d) repaired impeller blades; e, f) damage introduced to turbine blade; g, h) repaired 

turbine blade 
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5.2 Thin Wall Deposition Using Automated ESD 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Three important electrical parameters, capacitance, voltage, and frequency in ESD were introduced in 

the literature review. However, the mechanical parameters also affect the quality of the deposition in 

the actual deposition process. During ESD, a dense layer of coating needs to have enough material to 

fill the entire space. When the travel speed increases, the number of discharge events in a unit space 

decreases, thus reducing the volume of material ejected from the electrode, preventing the coating from 

being filled and creating voids in the deposition [78]. The force between the electrode and substrate 

affects the gap of action during discharge, which is coupled with capacitance, and the transfer of 

electrode material becomes larger as the gap increases, peaking at a point equal to the arc gap and 

decreasing as the gap continues to increase [78, 91]. 

Pablo et al. [131] studied the fabrication of Inconel 718 coatings on Inconel 718 and 316L stainless 

steel substrates using automated ESD and investigated the effect of seven factors on the deposition rate: 

contact force, travel time, capacitance, voltage, frequency, rotation speed of the electrode and vibration 

or not. The results showed that voltage, capacitance, contact force, and travel speed had the greatest 

effect on the deposition rate, with the first three having a positive effect on the deposition rate and the 

higher travel speed decreasing the deposition rate. The other three parameters have almost no effect on 

deposition. In addition, the authors developed a mathematical model of the deposition of Inconel 718, 

which shows the equation with the four distinct parameters for the deposition rate (or deposition 

thickness). However, this model cannot be used in different cases, for example, it is only applicable to 

create deposition on wide planes, but not on thin walls. In Chapter 3, the thin wall is eroded at low 

pulse energy and power input, when it is changed from ESD to EDM, but effective deposition can be 

made on wide planes. In addition, this model is only for Inconel 718 coating, and the parameter 

relationships are applicable to other electrode materials but cannot be applied quantitatively. Therefore, 

it is only necessary to adjust the corresponding parameters when designing the experiment, such as 

reducing the travel speed, to obtain better quality deposition with high probability. 

5.2.2 Materials and Methods 

An automated ESD developed by Huys Inductries was used in this study, a photo of the automated ESD 

is shown in Fig. 5-3, which can not only control the electric parameters, but it can also adjust the 
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mechanical parameters such as travel speed and contacting force. In this study, a proper G-code was 

used to fabricate the buildup.  

 

Figure 5-3 Photo of automated ESD developed by Huys Industries 

Inconel 718 with a diameter of 1.8 mm was used as feedstock to fabricate buildup on additive 

manufactured thin walls of 17-4 stainless steel 0.5 and 1 mm thickness with electrical parameters 80 

μF, 120 V, 150 Hz and 120 μF, 120 V, 150 Hz at mechanical parameters travel speed (3 mm/s) and 

contact force (5 g), respectively, and the parameters used are listed in Table 5-1. The electrode angles 

during deposition are shown in Fig. 5-3, with the travel direction perpendicular (Fig. 5-4a) and parallel 

(Fig. 5-4b) to the electrode. 

Table 5-1 Parameters used for buildup using automated ESD 

Parameter set # Capacitance Voltage Frequency Travel Speed Contacting Force 

P1 80 μF 
120 V 150 Hz 6 mm/s 5g 

P2 120 μF 
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Figure 5-4 A brief sketch of deposition on thin wall with travel direction a) perpendicular, and b) 

parallel to the electrode. 

5.2.3 Results and Discussion 

Due to the controlled stable electrode traveling, the width of the buildup was about 0.5 mm, which 

means the deposition cannot cover the whole surface of the 1 mm wall, therefore, the 0.5 mm wall was 

used for automated trials. The as-deposited buildup is shown in Fig. 5-5 

 

Figure 5-5 Photo of Buildup made by automated ESD, results in island shape with travel method 

in Fig. 5-4a, and continuous buildup with the travel method in Fig. 5-4b 

The buildup made by the deposition method in Fig. 5-3a is shown in the sketch in Fig. 5-4a. When the 

electrode is perpendicular to the deposition direction, the contact between the rotating electrode and the 

substrate surface is not even enough, and the deposition is carried out when it is in contact and not when 

it is overhanging, creating a gap in between. The electrodes cannot fill the gaps when they are smaller 
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than the electrode size, making the coating form separate islands, which is not desired. In contrast, 

when the electrode is parallel to the deposition direction (Fig. 5-3b), because the electrode tip is conical, 

so that when the electrode is in contact with the substrate, there is a repeat contact area as shown in Fig. 

5-4b, thus avoiding the problem of uneven contact, and thus getting an effective buildup. 

 

Figure 5-6 A sketch of as-deposited layer deposited with a) perpendicular deposition method, 

with formation of island, and b) parallel deposition method, with formation of continues and 

smooth buildup. 

The images of the cross-section of the manual deposition and the automated deposition are shown in 

Fig. 5-5 with the parameter sets of P1 and P2. For P1, the shapes of defects in the automated ESD 

sample are mainly circles (Fig. 5-5a), which are different from the defect in manual ones, the elongated 

defects (Fig. 5-5b). The form of defect in the automated coating is mainly the voids, which show an 

incompatibility of the energy/power input and the travel speed. As for P2, the quality of the automated 

ESD is a lot higher with almost no defect (Fig. 5-5c), whereas the manual deposition has a defect of 

over 4% (Fig. 5-5d). The deposition rate of P2 can reach about 600 μm/min. The hardness of the coating 

was about 370 Hv, which strongly satisfies the quality of the application. 
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Figure 5-7 Cross-section images of manual ESD and automated ESD on 0.5 mm wall with 

parameter set P1 using a) automated ESD and b) manual ESD; parameter sets P2 using c) 

automated ESD and d) manual ESD 

5.3 AlCrFeCoNi Coating using ESD 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The 3d transition metal HEAs have high fracture toughness [6], yield strength, and specific strength 

compared to conventional alloys [32]. Research into coatings is also in constant need of innovation, as 

the surface of the workpiece is in direct contact with the environment and its surface properties 

determine the service life of the workpiece. To further improve the properties and application areas for 

current engineering alloys, new coating design and process are needed. Among different coating 

techniques, a micro-welding technique known as electro-spark deposition (ESD) has the ability to coat 

any conduct materials onto workpieces in a low cost. The ESD process makes use of a consumable 

electrode to deposit material on a conductive substrate through the creation of a momentary short circuit. 

The momentary nature of the electric arcing and the small area impacted on the substrate results in very 

little heat transfer to the substrate. The minimized HAZ and the formation of true metallurgical bonding 
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between the deposited material and substrate make ESD an attractive option for coating on engineering 

alloys. The coatablity of HEAs using ESD is still lack of unstanding.  

Here, in this work ESD is used to fabricate AlCoCrFeNi HEA coatings on conventional alloys, eg., 

steel. It aims to understand the weldability of HEA with conventional engineering alloy. 

5.3.2 Materials and Methods 

The A516 medium carbon steel and Inconel 718 substrate were used in this study, and 3.18-mm 

AlCrFeCoNi electrodes cut by wire-EDM were used as the coating material. The rust on the steel 

substrate was removed and the surface was flattened and cleaned in ethanol using an ultrasonic cleaner. 

The coating was then directly applied onto the steel surface, using a manual ESD machine manufactured 

by Huys Industries. The process parameters range adjusted in this study is shown in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2 ESD parameters studied of HEA deposition 

Factors Values 

Capacitance (μF) 80 - 150 

Voltage (V) 60 - 120 

Frequency (Hz) 100 - 200 

The cross-section morphology of the coated samples was evaluated using an Olympus BX51M optical 

microscope. a Zeiss UltraPlus Field Emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) with an 

AMETEK EDAX Apollo XL energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX) attachment was used for 

SEM and EDX analysis. The Microhardness was measured by a Clemex CMT (v. 8.0.197) with a force 

load of 25 g and a dwell time of 10 s. A linear wear tester was used to perform the wear test with a 

force load of 988.9 g for 200 cycles (400 passes) with 7 mm of travel distance per pass. 

5.3.3 Results and Discussion 

The cross-section of the AlCrFeCoNi HEA coating on different substrates is shown in Fig. 5-8. Fig. 5-

8a and c show the cross-section on Inconel 718 and steel after polishing, respectively. The morphology 

of the coating and the substrate are significantly different, making the interface easily distinguishable. 

The mechanism of the ESD is the melting, transfer, and solidification of the electrodes, during which 

the material shrinks, causing cracks to form in the coating on both substrates. In addition, because of 

the high temperatures during the generation of electrical sparks, certain elements in the material are 
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oxidized and these oxides are trapped in the coating, which is another type of defect. In this HEA, Al 

is the main oxidized element. The cross-section after etching is shown in Fig. 5-8b and d, where the 

HEA coating and the substrate can be clearly identified from the microstructure. The grains of the 

coating on both substrates are columnar and penetrate from the coating-substrate interface right up to 

the outer surface of the coating. This is because during the solidification of the material because of 

supercooling, resulting in columnar grains [69].  

The microstructure of the interface is significantly different on different substrates. For the HEA 

coating on Inconel 718, the microstructure does not have much difference throughout the whole coating 

from the interface to the top of the coating. Whereas the microstructure of coating on steel near the 

interface has different morphology compared to the far side of the interface, which shows a great 

influence of diluted iron from the substrate.  
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Figure 5-8 OM images of cross-section of a) rough-polished and b) etched sample 

A cross section of the AlCrFeCoNi HEA coating and substrate is shown in Fig. 5-9. 20% of the atomic 

fraction of Al, Cr, Fe, Co and Ni are present in the coating. The concentration of elements in substrate 
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increases near the interface, confirming the composition near the interface is a more complicated region 

(Ni-rich on Inconel 718 substrate, and Fe-rich on steel substrate). 

 

Figure 5-9 SEM of cross-section and the EDX line scan of AlCrFeCoNi HEA coating on a) Inconel 

718 and b) steel 

The microhardness profile is shown in Fig. 5-10. The negative and positive sides indicate the distance 

of indentation in the coating and substrate, respectively, from the interface. The hardness of this HEA 

coating is approximately 540 Hv, which is significantly less than that of the casted HEA [92], which 

might be due to the substrains in cast HEA. The microhardness in the coating near the interface 

gradually decreases and reaches the hardness of Inconel 718 and steel substrate, approximately 260 Hv 

and 145 Hv, respectively. No increase in interfacial microhardness is observed, indicating that no 

intermetallic compounds are formed. 
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Figure 5-10 Microhardness profile of HEA coating 

Fig. 5-11 shows the wear tests performed on deposited AlCrFeCoNi coating and on bare Inconel 718. 

The roughness measurement in Fig. 5-11a and b, c and d show the surface roughness mapping of the 

wear track and depth profile on HEA coating and on Inconel 718, respectively. The HEA coating has 

the wear track depth of approximately 7.7 µm, and the width of the wear track is approximately 0.2 

mm. Compared to the wear test on Inconel 718 and steel substrate shown in Fig. 5-11 c and d, and Fig. 

4-9c and d, respectively, the depth have a reduction of 35% and 33%, the depth and width have a 

reduction of 56% and 74%, respectively.  

The calculated specific wear rate is 1.97×10-4 mm3/(Nm), which has a reduction of 83% and 72% 

compared to the steel substrate (1.16×10-3 mm3/N·m), and Inconel 718 substrate (6.97×10-4 mm3/N·m), 

the comparison of wear rate, wear track depth and width are shown in Fig. 5-12. The wear rate is 

significantly higher than that of vacuum arc melted AlCrFeCoNi [149], [150], laser cladding coated 

AlCrFeCoNi [151], and HVOF with spark plasma sintered AlCrFeCoNi [152]. The main factor of 

higher wear rate may be the tensile residual stresses in ESD-coated AlCrFeCoNi, which reduces the 

wear resistance.  
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Figure 5-11 Roughness measurement of the wear track of a) AlCrFeCoNi coating and b) the 

height profile at random X, and the wear track of c) bare Inconel 718 substrate and e) the height 

profile at random X 
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Figure 5-12 Comparison of a) wear rate; b) wear track depth; and c) wear track width on 

AlCrFeCoNi, bare Inconel 718 and steel 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the repair of additive manufactured thin-walled notches was performed using the 

parameters selected in Chapter 3. Additionally, attempts were made to apply automated ESD on thin-

walled structures. Furthermore, the fabrication of HEA coatings using ESD was explored, followed by 

preliminary characterization. 

 Automation ESD demonstrated opposite results compared to the manual ESD. With the 

compatibility between the electric parameters and engineering parameters, the quality of the 

coating can significantly increase, and the trade off between the deposition rate and defect was 

negligible, high deposition rate and low defect can be reached, the former can reach to over 600 
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μm/min, and the defect (void + oxidation) can be minimized to zero based on the optical 

microscopy images. 

 The primary results show the weldability of AlCrFeCoNi HEA onto Inconel 718 and steel through 

the study of the cross-section, including the OM and SEM images, and EDX analysis. The HEA 

coating has a very high microhardness and wear resistance compared to the chosen substrate, 

which can effectively protect the substrate material. For further investigation, tests strength of the 

interface, and corrosion resistance of this HEA coating will be performed to fill the gap of this 

HEA coating.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

6.1 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the extended use of ESD beyond the fabrication of coatings and 

simple repair. This includes the fabrication of effective buildup on thin-walled structures and the 

fabrication of intuitive alloy coatings using metal powder as a raw material. The results of these two 

studies demonstrate the flexibility of ESD that can be developed in a wider range of fields. 

Fabricating deposition on thin walls is far different from fabricating it on a flat surface because the 

smaller contact area and smaller volume of a thin-walled structure result in a lower heat transfer 

efficiency. The melting of the substrate during the deposition process has a slower solidification rate at 

low thermal transfer efficiency, making it easier for the melted material (substrate and electrode) to 

splash away with the rotating electrode, rather than transferring and solidifying onto the part, where 

erosion of the substrate can be observed, resulting in secondary damage to the parts. Therefore, the 

technical way to is to increase the pulse energy so that more electrode material is melted with each 

pulse, offsetting the splashed molten material. Increasing the pulse energy enhances the deposition rate, 

but it also brings disadvantages. The high temperatures during Inconel 718 deposition cause the 

material to oxidize, forming oxides of aluminum and titanium, which are the main defects in 

accumulation. At properly reduced pulse energies, the electrode material melted per pulse is not enough 

to fill the entire space, creating voids in the deposition and making them a major defect in the buildup. 

Therefore, the investigation of a balance between them is important in industrial production. The 

fabrication of the buildup requires a long deposition period, and this process can be considered as a 

heat treatment of the deposited layer. From the analysis of the microstructure, it can be observed that 

the closer the substrate/deposition interface, or the higher the pulse energy, the coarser the subgrains, 

which can also be carried out by microhardness measurements. This report also discusses the feasibility 

of repairing thin-walled notches with automatic ESD, and the results show that a high-quality buildup 

can be obtained with automatic ESD, which requires a balance of electrical and mechanical parameters. 

Conventional ESD uses electrode rods as the feedstock and the target material to create the coating 

because the composition of the elements in the alloy is difficult to control and needs to distribute 
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uniformly, which often requires multiple heat treatment processes to facilitate the element diffusion in 

the solid solution. However, the content of some alloys is more intuitive, a typical example is the 

equiatomic M/HEA. In this study, single-element metal powders Cr, Fe, Co, and Ni were used as 

feedstock, mixed and painted to the substrate surface in the form of slurry, and pure tungsten was used 

as the electrode to melt the powders by the high temperature generated during ESD, which fused and 

solidified on the substrate surface. This technique requires the optimization of the deposition process 

to obtain a high-quality coating, for example, low pulse energies cause the powder to melt insufficiently, 

while higher pulse energies cause the electrode material to melt and attach to the coating, therefore, a 

moderate parameter set needs to be proposed. In addition, the melted powders are also deposited on the 

electrode during the deposition process, thus, the electrode can then be treated as the target material 

and the electrode is therefore used to form the last layer to smoothen the coating surface. The 

mechanism of melting and solidification of powder and electrode is different, which is why the 

microstructure of ESPD and ESED layers are different during microstructure analysis. And the ESED 

layer and interlayer cannot be indexed in the EBSD results, the former may be due to the higher tensile 

residual stresses. The latter may be due to the formation of intermetallic compounds in the interlayer 

as a rise of microhardness at the interlayer is measured. 

This report also briefly discusses the direct fabrication of coatings with AlCrFeCoNi HEA electrodes. 

The wide range of ESD applications allows almost any material to be fabricated as a coating, which 

extends the research direction to HEAs. 

6.2 Future Work 

The buildup of thin-walled structures can be manufactured with automatic ESD, as it can control the 

variables like travel speed of the electrodes, and the contact force, so that they can be fully coordinated 

with the electrical parameters to obtain a low defect and high deposition rate buildup. 

The study of powder deposition presents a new approach to the fabrication of MEA and HEA coatings 

that takes full advantage of the flexibility and diversity in the composition of these alloys. Beneficial 

properties of the component elements can be obtained in the final coating by the melting and in-situ 

combination of the individual elements in powder form during ESD. 

In addition, research directions that have been incorporated into the plan include, but are not limited to, 

fabrication of HEA coatings as an interlayer in resistance spot welding (RSW) to reduce possible 
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intermetallic compounds; post-processing, and coating fabrication on additive manufactured parts for 

additional properties; multilayer deposition of 3d metal HEA and refractory metals/alloys (e.g., WC, 

Nb, Mo) to obtain new coating systems, and etc. 
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